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581 Clarified Misunderstandings 

  

Clarified Misunderstandings 

  

Suddenly, Liu Xinwen turned quiet- she slowly put her phone away, keeping a poker face and remained 

silent. 

  

“He.. what did he say?” Tangyin was starting to panic, and butterflies were hitting the bottom of her 

stomach- still anxiously staring at Liu Xinwen. 

  

“Lin Yi….” Liu Xinwen acted a long face, “He’s worried sick, and rushing over now!” 

  

“OMG…” Tangyin’s heart was warmed and her face flushed, “You… did that on purpose! Don’t you scare 

me like that again!” 

  

After looking at her mother’s overjoyed face, she confirmed that Liu Xinwen was doing that on purpose! 

Liu Xinwen was a little far away when she called Lin Yi, so although TangYin was able to see her she 

couldn’t hear her. Her mother though, was standing beside XinWen, so naturally she was able to hear 

everything from the call. 

  

“Yinyin, it seems like Lin Yi still loves you. I say, is there any misunderstanding between you guys?” Liu 

XinWen was rather calm- she knew that Lin Yi wasn’t freaking out just for show, it was from the bottom 

of his heart! 

  

Lin Yi had always been calm and had his composure in check but just then, he seemed a little lost and 

extremely nervous during the call. Could it be that Lin Yi was freaking out because of TangYin? 

  

“I… I don’t know,” TangYin was a little embarrassed but her heart was blossoming, did Lin Yi really cared 

about her? Did he really love her? Even though her face was disfigured, he was still rushing over? But, 

what’s with Feng XiaoXiao then? 

  



TangYin’s heart was puzzled, she didn’t know if it was because of her face, but she refused to continue 

in her thoughts…. 

  

“Ya- Yin, I can see Lin Yi still loves you very much, why not I talk to him and ask him about his girlfriend? 

Let’s see what exactly she’s after and ask Lin Yi again!” Mrs. Tang continued, “I heard that for many 

noble houses, marriage wasn’t always a pleasurable experience, they were just connected because of 

the business. Normally, they would have their true lovers outside of the house, their wife would just be 

a show for the family. If Lin Yi is having the same issue, here’s your chance Yin! 

  

“Mom, don’t speak nonsense!” TangYin’s broken heart had almost recovered so even if her mother was 

fooling around, she was okay with it. 

  

After leaving the school, Lin Yi got into his own car and the engine was roared into life as he headed to 

SongShan’s first hospital. In the meantime, he made phone call to Fatty Lai, “Fatty Lai, are you back 

yet?” 

  

“Just came back, I’m on my way to our company, thinking about the conference for our new product. 

Our sales are over ten million now!” Fatty Lai said happily. They had gotten so many orders in just one 

day! Of course, the orders were mostly from the houses that had attended the auction- they were the 

first ones to know about their products after all. 

  

“Do you have any injury medicine with you? Get one for me and send it to SongShan’s first hospital, 

second block, room 512. Make it quick,” Lin Yi hesitated and added, “also, get me a bottle of painkillers.” 

  

The injury medicine was currently being mass produced so Fatty Lai had a lot of samples with him but 

the painkillers hadn’t been introduced yet so he only had a few samples with him. As for the Special 

Edition of the Injury Medicine, it was still out of stock because Lin Yi had just returned to SongShan so he 

didn’t have any time to create one just yet. 

  

The Special Edition Injury Medicine however, wasn’t needed yet because TangYin’s injury was new, a 

normal version was more than enough to have the same effect. 

  

In fact, SongShan’s first hospital also applied Miracle Doctor Kang’s Golden Creation to their patients but 

the point was that the medicine wasn’t meant for commoners- they couldn’t afford the price and the 



stock was limited. Even with money, SongShan’s first hospital wouldn’t be able to get the medicine into 

their own hands right now so they didn’t bother mentioning this to TangYin. 

  

“Alright, I’m coming over right now!” Fatty Lai didn’t ask about the details. He just followed his boss’s 

orders obediently. 

  

LinYi didn’t give two shits about the traffic lights- he stepped on the pedal when the traffic light was red. 

He didn’t care if there was fine or he was being captured, Fatty Lai would settle everything for him. He 

had to get to TangYin as fast as possible. 

  

He fast-walked into the room. 

  

When he entered the room, he couldn’t remain his composure when he saw TangYin, ignoring Mrs. Tang 

and Liu Xinwen, he quickly grabbed onto TangYin’s hand, “TangYin, what happened? Why are you so 

careless?” 

  

TangYin looked into LinYi’s heartwarming eyes, her face flushed- she was on cloud nine but she was too 

shy to express her true feelings as she tried to pull away from Lin Yi, “You.. let me go! Why are you here? 

What if XiaoXiao finds out?” 

  

“Feng Xiaoxiao?” LinYi startled. 

  

“She…. if she’s your current girlfriend, what am I?” TangYin was puzzled by Lin Yi’s reaction but she was 

still jealous as she asked. 

  

“She? My girlfriend? When did she become my girlfriend?” Lin Yi wasn’t sure whether he should be 

laughing or crying, “You are my girlfriend, how did she become mine?” 

  

Lin Yi’s answer startled Mrs. Tang and Liu XinWen! 

  

TangYin’s mouth dropped open as well but she was over the moon with Lin Yi’s answer! TangYin had 

prepared for the worst- she was even prepared to be Lin Yi’s mistress. 

  



But, Lin Yi’s answer had taken TangYin by her surprise. She really didn’t care if Lin Yi was feeding her 

with lies or sincerely treating her, she was just delighted to be able to hear that from Lin Yi himself. At 

the very least, she knew Lin Yi still cared for her. 

  

“She told me that she’s your girlfriend and the money you gave was the break-up fee…..” TangYin said 

everything so softly, including the part where she smashed her own phone….. 

  

“…..” LinYi was speechless, his head was full of black lines, the money he gave had been twisted like this! 

Such coincidence, Xiaoxiao crapped out some sh*t about a break up fee at just the right timing! “How 

could you not know who is Feng Xiaoxiao? She’s crazy and her words could not be trusted at all. How 

can you just believe her words?” 

  

“I….” TangYin had been woken up from her elaborate imagination after his explanation- she had 

wronged Lin Yi, it was just a misunderstanding. She was ashamed of herself for accusing her boyfriend. 

What if she had believed him that time, things wouldn’t have turned ugly if that’s the case. 

  

But, a girl’s heart was rather sensitive, especially TangYin who had just fallen so deeply for Lin Yi- she 

was afraid of losing Lin Yi’s love. She couldn’t be blamed for the timing and coincidences. 

  

On the other hand, Mrs. Tang was in seventh heaven to see that it was just a misunderstanding! She 

couldn’t help but complain about her daughter internally, why was her daughter so stingy back then? 

Even if Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao had a connection, she shouldn’t abandon herself to despair, should she? How 

could her daughter just give up so easily? She should fight for her future and seize her own happiness! 

  

Fortunately, Lin Yi came to clear the confusion in their heads- the misunderstanding was finally clarified. 

Chapter 582: Lin Yi’s Rage 

 

Lin Yi’s Rage 

“But I… my face… It’s ruined now…” TangYin started feeling dejected again as she remembered her 

situation. Lin Yi may like her, but would that still stay the same once he saw her face? 

TangYin did not know. After all, Lin Yi must’ve approached her at the start because of her face, right? 

“Haha…” Lin Yi started laughing all of a sudden. 

“W-What are you laughing at? At me?” TangYin looked at Lin Yi with anger. 



“So what if it’s ruined?” Lin Yi shrugged. 

“Alright, my question is, do you still want me?” TangYin fixed her eyes on Lin Yi. 

“Obviously. Why wouldn’t I?” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Uh..” Tang Yin didn’t quite know what to say anymore- what did Lin Yi mean? 

Fatty Lai burst into the room that instant, panting from the long run- it wasn’t easy for someone of his 

stature to even be running. 

“Boss, I’m here!” Fatty Lai held two boxes in his hands as he waddled over. He lowered his head and saw 

TangYin in the hospital bed, giving him quite the fright “Sis-in-law?! What happened to you?” 

That was what Lin Yi was trying to find out, too. He haven’t had the chance yet, but now that the 

misunderstanding had been cleared up right before Fatty Lai brought the medicine, Lin Yi decided to 

deal with TangYin’s treatment first. He didn’t want her to be disfigured. 

“Let’s talk about that later,” Lin Yi took the boxes from Fatty Lai and turned to TangYin, “TangYin, I’m 

going to apply some medicine.” 

“Okay…” Tang Yin nodded without even thinking about it- her entire mind was fluffy and sweet, and she 

knew for a fact that Lin Yi would never harm her. She’d cooperate with him on anything. 

Lin Yi reached behind TangYin and helped her up before removing her bandages, much to Mrs. Tang and 

Xinwen’s surprise. 

“L-Lin Yi, what are you doing?” Mrs. Tang didn’t know what Lin Yi was planning, taking the bandages off 

like that. 

“Treatment,” Lin Yi replied, his hands created a blur as he undid the bandages. He might’ve touched the 

injury abit as TangYin flinched slightly, creating a frown on her face. 

On TangYin’s forehead was a terrifying wound- it’d been closed up, but was still intimidating 

nonetheless. Lin Yi felt a prick in his heart. Why was the girl so careless? She’d really be disfigured if he 

didn’t have the Injury Medicine with him. 

“Don’t worry, it’ll stop hurting soon,” Lin Yi opened the box of painkillers and took them out, applying it 

on TangYin’s forehead. The painkillers were both miraculous whether applied on the outside or 

consumed. 

Mrs. Tang was worried, but she didn’t think that Lin Yi would want to harm her daughter. Despite not 

knowing just what he was up to, Mrs. Tang let Lin Yi continue doing what he was doing. 

If he really didn’t like her, he’d just leave her alone- why go so far in the first place? 

Xinwen, on the other hand, was much more composed. She remembered Lin Yi’s shocking display of 

acupuncture when they were with Fen in the hospital. TangYin told her that he knew medicine too, so 

what Lin Yi was doing right now was a treatment for sure. 

Having had the medicine applied, Tang Yin found that there wasn’t any pain in her forehead anymre, 

much to her surprise. She looked at Lin Yi, dumfounded. 



Lin Yi swiftly took out the stitching in her forehead, and the wound opened up, fresh blood flowing out. 

Not panicking in the slightest, Lin Yi quickly applied the Injury Medicine and stopped the blood. 

Having finished the familiar procedure, Lin Yi rewrapped the bandages and smiled at Tang Yin. “Alright, 

you don’t have to worry about getting disigured anymore.” 

He normally wouldn’t bother using the painkiller if it was for that assassin Qiqi, or even Lin Yi himself- 

this sort of wound was nothing to concern themselves over with, just the Injury Medicine would be 

enough. 

But Tang Yin hadn’t received any personal training- pain like this was hard for her. 

“What? I don’t??” Tang Yin was at a loss for words- she found it hard to believe. 

“You don’t,” Lin Yi nodded, “This is my company’s first line of medicine, Injury Medicine. It has the same 

effects as Miracle Doctor Kang’s Golden Creation Medicine. 

Mrs. Tang didn’t believe Lin Yi at first, but the explanation cleared her doubts. Miracle Doctor Kang was 

a name they all knew, and the medicine he mentioned was a very limited product, a miracle medicine 

that was near impossible to acquire. She’d heard that it could speedily heal wounds and not leave any 

scars. 

“Haha…” TangYin let go of all the burden in her heart, and could feel herself falling in love even more. 

Being his girlfriend really was the best, she didn’t even have to worry about disfigurement anymore… 

“If it starts hurting or throbbing, just drink a bit of this painkiller,” Lin Yi said as he handed the painkiller 

to Mrs. Tang. “One night should be enough before you remove the bandages.” 

“That fast?!” Mrs. Tang’s mind started working something out during her surprise. “Yi, your Uncle Tang 

had his legs broken as well, would it be possible to let him recover faster?” 

“Uncle Tang, too?” Lin Yi paused, his face turned a little more solemn. He had originally thought that 

Tang Yin’s injury was an accident, so while it hurt him to see her like this, he didn’t think much about it. 

But Jucheng being injured as well… Lin Yi started to think that something was up, especially when Mrs. 

Tang said Jucheng ‘had his legs broken.’ “What happened? Why are Tang Yin and Uncle Tang injured?” 

“It… It’s like this…” Mrs. Tang wasn’t thinking of letting Lin Yi stand up for them or anything- as far as she 

was concerned, the fiends were pretty much gangsters who did whatever they wanted. They weren’t 

people normal citizens could cross. 

She only told Lin Yi because their house was destroyed- she needed his help! Otherwise, where were 

they supposed to live from now on? 

She didn’t hide anything as she told Lin Yi what happened, including her greed when she asked for the 

store. After all, something had to have caused this tragedy. 

Lin Yi’s face turned many shades darker, the terrifying anger within him evident in his face. These people 

have stepped over his bottom line, and Lin Yi directed all this rage towards Master Bing. 



“Fatty Lai, who is this Zhao Qibing?” Lin Yi turned to look at Fatty Lai, who noticed the violence in Lin Yi’s 

eyes, despite the calmness in his voice. 

Chapter 583: Welcoming Ceremony 

 

Welcoming Ceremony 

“Boss, this Zhao Qibing is a young master famous in our city- his family background is very mysterious, 

and I heard that’s because he has something to do with the hidden noble houses. Songshan’s Li Cihua, 

himself, is under him!” Fatty Lai explained quickly, worried that Lin Yi would rush into things. “They say 

he’s a bastard son, but there’s no proof.” 

“What’s a hidden noble house?” Lin Yi didn’t put much attention to what Fatty Lai said before. 

“A hidden noble house is beyond even the four great noble houses and the five small noble houses. 

Nobody knows the names of these houses, except for House Yu, who people say is a part of the hidden 

houses. They say that House Yu might be a hidden house itself, except they’ve just put themselves in the 

open!” Fatty Lai said very seriously. “But the hidden noble houses are stronger than normal noble 

houses, so they rarely meddle with the world’s affairs.” 

“Okay.” Lin Yi nodded, “No need for all that, just tell me where Zhao Qibing is.” 

Fatty Lai paused and helplessly understood that Lin Yi had already steeled his heart on getting to 

Zhaobing. 

“Zhao Qibing established the Qibing Real Estate Company in Songshan, and the Qibing Tower had just 

finished its construction. Zhao Qibing’s planning on hosting a welcoming ceremony in front of the tower, 

and he’s invited many big names. I, myself, have gotten an invitation too.” 

“Welcoming Ceremony?” Lin Yi chuckled coldly, “Fatty Lai, help me prepare some demolishers and 

trenching machines. We’re paying Master Bing a visit.” 

Lin Yi’s voice was assertive and completely confident, so Fatty Lai understood that it didn’t matter what 

sort of background Qibing had backing him up- there was no stopping his boss’ rage now. 

Fatty Lai had also made up his mind that he’d join this charge as his boss’ follower- it was only natural 

after he’d pledged his life to following Lin Yi. It didn’t matter what hidden noble house Qibing was in. 

“Yes, sir!” Fatty Lai was originally involved in the real estate industry in the first place, and naturally he 

had machinery like demolishers on standby. It was no trouble at all. 

Lin Yi’s words came to Tang Yin as a shock,”Lin Yi, what are you going to do? Don’t get into truoble…” 

“I’ll take a look at Uncle Tang first,” Lin Yi didn’t respond to Tang Yin directly. He understood what she 

was thinking, but he’d already made his mind up. Of course he wouldn’t just let someone run free after 

what they’d done to Tang Yin. 

Lin Yi’s deflection only made Tang Yin certain of his intentions. She worried that Lin Yi wasn’t a match for 

those people, especially after the whole hidden noble houses thing Fatty Lai just talked about! This was 



a figure more powerful than the four great houses and the four small houses, of course she’d be 

nervous. Now that she wasn’t disfigured anymore, she just wanted to spend time with Lin Yi in peace, 

she didn’t want him to get into trouble! 

“Lin Yi…” As moved as she was, Tang Yin was more focused on Lin Yi’s safety. What would she do if 

anything were to happen to him? 

“Ah…” Lin Yi smiled faintly, “He should’ve thought of what’d happen before he did this to you.” 

“D-Don’t kill anyone…” Tang Yin knew what Lin Yi was capable of, that he didn’t care about the 

consequences, acting as if he was constantly in rage- she didn’t want anything happening to Lin Yi, and 

she’d rather not have him stand up for her at all! 

“Killling…” Lin Yi paused. He had actually already put Master Bing on his blacklist already, but Tang Yin’s 

words reminded him of something. 

If this was the old him, Qibing was nothing but a small annoyance, something he could just get rid of on 

a whim. 

He didn’t have to care about the consequences after carrying out the kill, but doing so in front of an 

audience and under broad daylight seemed rather difficult. Plus, there were a ton of laws that could 

easily turn a living man into a man scheduled to die- there was no reason for him to become fugitive just 

for Qibing. 

“I won’t kill him today.” Qibing had already been labelled as a dead man even before Lin Yi spoke those 

words- if he wasn’t going to die today, then he would, some day. But Lin Yi wouldn’t say anything about 

that to Tang Yin. 

“Let’s go take a look at Uncle Tang first.” 

Tang Yin sighed in relief. She didn’t catch the subtlety in Lin Yi’s words, but at the very least, she knew 

he wouldn’t be killing Qibing today. But what sort of consequences would befall him after he’d punished 

the man? 

Mrs, Tang went with Lin Yi to Jucheng’s room, who was rather taken aback by Lin Yi’s presence- he 

thought that Lin Yi had broken up with his daughter after all. He didn’t understand why Lin Yi was still 

treating him with respect like he used to. 

But Mrs. Tang was there too, so Jucheng didn’t say much. He decided he’d ask in more detail afterwards. 

Lin Yi checked Jucheng’s situation- he had only broken some bones which had already been 

reconnected. There wasn’t any large concerns, but he quickly wrote down a prescription for Mrs. Tang, 

“Use this and buy some herbs and ingredients, let him take it every morning and night for a month and 

he’ll be fine. His damaged nerves is still a problem for now though, I’ll need to go back to my hometown 

for the medicine.” 

“Alright, understood!” Mrs. Tang carefully received the recipe, full of gratitude. She’d witnessed first-

hand how he had erased her daughter’s pain, so her trust in Lin Yi right now was infinite! 

If Lin Yi said it would be fine, then it would definitely be fine. 



After saying his goodbyes, Lin Yi left the hospital while his face grew darker by the second. Lin Yi dind’t 

know what these hidden noble houses were, but he never recalled being scared of anyone before, no 

matter what house they came from. He decided to deal with Qibing first, before anything else. 

“Boss, the machines are ready, and I’ve contacted the demolition team too,” Fatty Lai had a good idea 

what Lin Yi was up to. 

Lin Yi nodded, “When does the ceremony begin?” 

“Tonight at six,” Fatty Lai replied. 

“Oh, it’s started already. Let’s go then,” Lin Yi said, after looking at the time on his phone. 

Fatty Lai got on Lin Yi’s run-down van instead of his own car- taking on the role of a navigator. 

As for the demolition team and the machines, he had already called them be on standby near the tower. 

The unpleasantness from this morning was pushed to the back of Qibing’s mind. He felt that it was a pity 

for such a heavenly girl to lose her beauty like that, but something like that wouldn’t result in him 

merely losing his interest! 

As far as he was concerned, the barbarians in the slums were no different than ants. He could get rid of 

them without any trouble, but he had something more important to attend to- today was the Qibing 

Real Estate Company’s big day! 

Qibing’s identity may be mysterious, but all the powerful people in Songshan understood that this man 

had a very powerful house backing him up, especially when a man like Li Cihua was acting as his 

follower. Many of the participants of this ceremony all came to pay their respects. 

Chapter 584: An Eye for an Eye 

 

An Eye for an Eye 

Among the people present were An Jianwen and Su Taizao, along with the descendants of the five small 

noble houses! The four great houses weren’t based near the Jiangshan area, and couldn’t make it to the 

event. Though one young Sun, from one of the great houses’ Sun family did attend. 

Wu Chentian was also in the Songshan area, but his grandfather Elder Wu had just left the hospital- so 

he had to attend to that first. 

But even so, just these people were enough to give the ceremony substance! 

An Jianwen, Su Taizao, and the people from the five small houses, along with the person from House 

Sun, had immense connections in society, and that resulted in them bringing over an ample amount of 

people. The great hall of the Qibing Hotel was bursting with energy. 

Qibing stood on the stage and raised a high toast, very pleased with what he was seeing. These people 

represented the different powers not just in Songshan, but even the state- this meant that his career 

plans in Songshan would be nothing but successful. 



“Thank you all for coming to the Qibing Real Estate Company’s Opening Cerremony! Let me offer you 

this toast- let us celebrate tonight!” Qibing said as he raised his cup higher, “Let’s all head to the Qibing 

Tower for the opening event after a toast!” 

The guests raised their glasses as well and drank to Qibing’s toast when a loud sound gave everyone a 

fright- a loud rumbling followed and the ground began to shake. 

Someone shouted, “The tower’s fallen, it’s collapsed!” 

Qibing looked in the direction of the sound and looked out to see Qibing Tower crumbling and 

surrounded by many bulldozers and trenching machines. They continued their destructive path to the 

facilities around the tower, along with the parking lot and forest park- it was a chaotic mess. 

It was only a moment’s instant before the skyscraper had been completely demolished. 

Qibing’s eyes were wide open as if he’d seen a ghost- he snapped awake an instant later and realized 

that someone was tearing his tower down! 

He didn’t care about the guests anymore. With a couple of quick steps, he charged out the hotel with 

the dutiful Uncle Zhu inches behind him. 

Lin Yi was standing between the tower and the hotel, his cold eyes watching as the landscape became 

flat. 

Since Qibing tore down Tang Yin’s house, it was only natural Lin Yi would tear down Qibing’s tower. 

Fatty Lai had raised buildings for many years, but leveling a newly constructed skyscraper was a first. He 

felt a burst of excitement at the tower’s instant demise- only his boss could manage something like this. 

“Who are you people? What do you think you’re doing?” Qibing’s eyes were flaring- who were these 

people, coming up and destroying his tower without a second word? It was only natural he’d be so 

angered. 

“You’re Zhao Qibing?” Lin Yi looked at Qibing coldly. 

“That’s right,” Qibing took a deep breath and regained his composure. This person in front of him knew 

who he was, and that meant he knew the sort of background he had. 

And despite that, here he was, tearing down his skyscraper. What did this mean? 

He wanted to tear Lin Yi to pieces because of the humiliation he had caused him- this was an openng 

ceremony, and doing something like this during an opening ceremony was an especially insulting 

embarrassment! 

“I’m Tang Yin’s boyfriend,” Lin Yi nodded as he spoke faintly, “You tore her house down. Now you still 

owe me a pair of legs- also, I’ll have to disfigure your face.” 

“Tang Yin?” Qibing paused, realizing who the girl was upon hearing the key words. ‘Tore her house 

down’ and ‘disfigurement’ could only mean the pretty lady he had his eyes on this morning! 



But he didn’t think Tang Yin would have a boyfriend like this- he was quite something. After all, not 

every person was capable of ammassing this many bulldozers and trenching machines in such a short 

preiod of time. 

Lin Yi didn’t give the man the chance to talk. He started walking towards Qibing, “You’re not gonna 

survive the year.” 

“Uncle Zhu, kill him!” Qibing didn’t see Lin Yi as a threat- this man had cost him his reputation in front of 

all these important people, and nothing short of his death would give him relief. He wouldn’t be able to 

raise his head from now on if he couldn’t even do this much. 

As for the consequences of murdering Lin Yi, Qibing had nothing to worry. Everyone present knew who 

he was, and they’d never do something like reporting him to the police. In the first place, the people 

here weren’t exactly good men, either. It was unlikely they would report him. 

Lin Yi didn’t listen to Qibing as he continued walking towards him. 

A swift palm came from Uncle Zhu, and an instant of intensity flashed through Lin Yi’s eyes as he 

received the palm with his own. 

A thundering sound erupted, and Uncle Zhu staggered a few steps, blood splurted from his mouth as his 

breathing froze. He raised his eyes in disbelief as he stared at the man before him- this was a mystic 

class master! This man was a mystic class!!! 

“Hm,” Lin Yi continued walking towards Qibing. 

Qibing was in equal disbelief- he understood just what sort of strength Uncle Zhu possessed- he was an 

early phase mystic! This was rare among the houses, and it was because his father spoiled him that he 

had assigned Uncle Zhu to him. 

But a master like Uncle Zhu was coughing up blood after just one move from Lin Yi. 

How was that possible? This young man couldn’t be older than twenty years old! 

Uncle Zhu wanted to throw himself in front of Qibing, but the palm he had taken from Lin Yi had actually 

caused him internal damage- he hadn’t even recovered his breathing yet, and couldn’t even speak, let 

alone move! 

Fear finally took over Qibing. As cocky as he was, he was no idiot- a person who could send Uncle Zhu 

staggering back was a monster he had to run away from, no matter how embarrasing it would be. 

With that, he turned and started running. 

Lin Yi was standing in front of him. 

“Leave your legs,” Lin Yi said calmly. 

“I’m a son of House Zhao! You can’t do this!” Qibing threw his status out as a last defense, “My father is 

Zhao Guangyin.” 



“Who’s Zhao Guangyin? Don’t know him. Zhao Kuangyin’s brother?” His hand slapped against Qibing’s 

head, distorting his face and covering his whole face in blood, the wound was immediately hidden by 

the red. 

A slap from Lin Yi wasn’t something to mess around with- Qibing fainted instantly after tumbling to the 

ground. 

He was awake the next instant, however, as the crisp, piercing pain of the bones in his legs breaking 

woke him. 

He fainted after hearing the cracking sound. 

Lin Yi wanted to do something else when he felt his body get heavier- he took a deep breath to support 

his own weight. 

Chapter 585:– Lin Yi, Injured 

 

 “Release Master Bing right now!” Uncle Zhu had recovered by this point, and had launched his body in 

front of Lin Yi. “Early phase mystic class- I know your strength. You may be a little stronger than me, but 

I’m ready to sacrifice myself to protect Master Bing.” 

Lin Yi only smiled coldly as he looked at Master Bing, who lay on the ground unconscious. “I’m done 

here. Leave Songshan- I don’t know when I’ll suddenly remember the things this man has done!” 

A threat- a naked threat! Uncle Zhu’s face darkened. How long had it been since he’d last received a 

threat after he’d entered the mystic class? This class was extremely rare in the world, but it was a fact 

that this young man, who was no more than twenty, possessed the same sort of strength! 

“There’s a limit to how cocky you can be. You’re not strong enough to have an attitude like…” Uncle Zhu 

hadn’t finished when Lin Yi had already turned around to leave! 

Ignored- this man had blatantly ignored him! Uncle Zhu’s face only turned uglier, but there was nothing 

he could do. Fighting it out with Lin Yi wouldn’t be wise- there was no guarantee who would be the one 

to die. 

Him holding his ground right now was already enough straining as it was- he felt like he would collapse 

any moment. 

Lin Yi got into the van to see Fattty Lai giving him a thumbs-up. “Nice, boss, breaking Zhao Qibing’s legs 

in a situation like that!” 

“Start the car!” Lin Yi spat out a violent splurt of blood, splattering it all across the windows before 

starting to cough endlessly. 

“Boss, what’s wrong?!” Fatty Lai shouted, taken aback. He’d only seen Lin Yi being a badass the whole 

time, he had no idea that he was actually injured! 

“Start the car and go- find somewhere quiet,” Lin Yi ordered as he tried to stabilise his breathing. 

Fatty Lai nodded, not dragging on any longer. He started the car and left the area in a whisp of smoke. 



He’d wanted to get Lin Yi to hospital, but remembered that Lin Yi himself was a miracle doctor- what 

was the point of going to a hospital in the first place? He must have had his own reasons for wanting a 

quiet place. 

And so, he decided to head to his own villa. 

Lin Yi had only put on a front the whole time, filled with thoughts of paying Qibing back for Tang Yin’s 

sake. He had hidden the damage he had taken when he received Uncle Zhu’s palm, and while he did 

want to continue his revenge on Qibing, he couldn’t hold out any longer! 

Never would he have thought that even a bastard son had a mystic class master guarding him! Were 

mystics just everywhere, or was it because of the sheer strength of the hidden noble houses? 

He had heavily underestimated his opponent. He had wanted to make Qibing die within the year, but 

couldn’t make it happen. 

Originally, Lin Yi was good at making people die a slow death- saying that Qibing wouldn’t die today 

didn’t mean he wouldn’t die tomorrow, or anytime after that! 

Lin Yi had an indescribable discomfort within him- his insides were all repositioned! The spiritual trainer 

at the mystic level possessed the same clashing strength as Lin Yi did, but Lin Yi had managed to hide the 

damage he’d taken only because of the Dragon Mastery training he had gone through. He barely 

managed to disfigure and disable Qibing before giving way to Uncle Zhu. 

Fatty Lai didn’t bother locking the door after reaching his villa- not that anyone would steal a car parked 

in front of his villa in the first place. 

He helped Lin Yi into the house, giving a glare towards his frightened wife who was just about to ask 

what had happened. He got Lin Yi to the guest room, and Lin Yi smiled bitterly, “Guard the door- don’t 

let anyone disturb me.” 

“Alright, boss!” Fatty Lai quickly nodded and did as he was asked. 

Lin Yi fell onto the bed and entered the jade space- he could only absorb a huge amount of pure energy 

in order to quickly revert his injuries. Fortunately for him, he had a treasure like this up his sleeve- any 

other normal human would only be able to wait for their death if they didn’t have a pill with them. 

In truth, Uncle Zhu himself felt that he wasn’t that far off from dying! 

Li Cihua, on the other hand, finally came running over after Li Yi had left. After all, he was fully aware of 

just how strong Lin Yi was- being able to kill off two goledn class masters, himself. He didn’t know what 

level this Uncle Zhu was at, but he had been protected Master Bing after all- he had to be stronger than 

the two golden masters Cihua had. Could he actually be a mystic..? Cihua just couldn’t fathom it. 

Lin Yi had sent this man into coughing out blood and this man, himself, was mystic level strength… Just 

what kind of monster was Lin Yi? 

“Master Bing, how are you?” Cihua ran over to first check on Qibing’s injury. Uncle Zhu dying was just 

exactly as it was, but Qibing’s death would cause something catastrophic. 



“Master Bing’s fine, his legs are just broken! I can’t hold out much longer, hurry and help me contact my 

master, have him get Yaowang to save me!” Uncle Zhu knew his current situation- without the help of 

special pills or medicine, he wouldn’t survive a couple days using just his natural recovery rate. 

Cihua jumped in a fright before quickly making the call… 

Jianwen, Taizao, and the people watching at the back, on the other hand, were shocked at how daring 

Lin Yi was. He did something like that right in public! Naturally all the people present, including Cihua, 

weren’t aware of how strong Uncle Zhu was! 

They’d surely fall into a panic if they learnt that Uncle Zhu was a mystic, of which Lin Yi managed to beat 

with one attack. They didn’t even see Lin Yi get hurt, and just assumed that Uncle Zhu was an 

incompetent bodyguard! 

Despite the many people, no one stepped closer, as they were all aware of the mysterious strength 

behind Master Bing- it’d only humiliate him and the strength behind him if they went over, and no one 

wanted to cause that. The Qibing Tower opening ceremony had become a joke already at this point. The 

entire tower had completely gone down! 

Cihua didn’t think that Lin Yi would be this extreme. Not only did he flatten Qibing’s new skyscraper, he 

even broke his legs! Just how tyrannical could the man be? 

Cihua considered himself quite a tyrant in Songshan already, but he really wasn’t on Lin Yi’s level at all! 

He rememebered the threats he had made to Lin Yi, and regret and fear hit him. If Lin Yi really wanted to 

pay attention to Cihua, he would lose his Floating Cloud Bar too, just like that! Cihua sighed- it seemed 

he had severely underestimated his opponent. Having been hired by Chu Pengzhan, the man was now, 

evidently, no common man. 

The call finally connected, and Cihua looked at Uncle Zhu as he tried to keep himself together, “Boss, It’s 

Li Cihua…” 

Chapter 585 – What Strength 

 “Oh, Lil ‘Li. Is something the matter?” A slightly deeper voice questioned, belonging to the man Qibing 

had mentioned- Zhao Guangyin, the master of House Zhao. Behind him was the elder of the family, also 

the reason Why Guangyin wouldn’t just blatantly accept Qibing as his bastard son. 

“Boss, it’s bad! Master Bing’s been attacked, his face is injured and his legs are broken! Uncle Zhu also 

received injuries as well, and the Qibing Tower’s fallen!” Cihua said, unable to hide the shock in his face. 

He was greeted by silence by the other end, followed by a dumbfounded voice. “What was that? Bing 

had his legs broken, and Mister Zhu was injured? That is not possible- Mister Zhu is an early phase 

mystic class, a rarity. Are you alright? Master Bing wouldn’t just cross someone like that, would he?” 

His mouth dropped in shock. He had expected that Uncle Zhu was an extremely powerful person, being 

Master Bing’s direct protector, after all. He wouldn’t be assigned a master weaker than the two Goldens 

Cihua received, that was a certainty. 

But hearing it directly from Guangyin made it even more shocking- Uncle Zhu was a mystic! 



A mystic that was heavily injured by one palm from Lin Yi? A mystic who struggled standing up after one 

attack? 

What was Lin Yi then? Was he stronger than early phase mystic class? 

“Give me the phone, I’ll talk to the master!” Uncle Zhu channelled his inner strength and adjusted his it, 

regaining some physical stamina in the process. 

Cihua panickedly handed him the phone- at this point, Guangyin would only believe it if Uncle Zhu 

himself said it! Cihua himself wasn’t fully convinced that a nineteen year old kid like Lin Yi could beat 

Uncle Zhu down, that would be chaos! Were mystics not worth anything anymore? 

“Mister Zhu? I’m Zhao Guangyin- what’s your situation?” Guangyin still couldn’t believe that Uncle Zhu 

was injured- it was simply unfathomable. How did Qibing manage to meet an opponnent like that just 

after a couple of days in Songshan? 

A master capable of injuring a mystic could only be one of those old farts who had hidden themselves 

away from all involvement in the world- people who just wanted to pursue higher strength! They 

wouldn’t trouble themselves with meddling in things like this! 

“Master, it’s me- I have two more days at most. The injuries are internal, please have Yaowang save my 

life!” Uncle Zhu’s voice was very weak. “Without special medicine there isn’t enough pure qi in the 

whole natural world for me to recover!” 

“What!” Guangyin finally believed Cihua at this point- Uncle Zhu was injured, and it was critical! Hearing 

that he could still hold on for two more days did, however, give Guangyin some relief. As long as he 

could recover from it, it would be fine. 

Uncle Zhu was only a little over forty, after all, and was one of the masters in the household that had the 

highest potential of entering the earth class! It’d be an absolute waste if he died like this, especially if it 

was because of his bastard son. Even his position as the master of the house would be threatened too. 

Guangyin took in a deep breath, “How’s Bing?” 

“Nothing life-threatening, but he has two broken legs and a disfigured face. If Yaowang came here 

personally, there shouldn’t be anything permanent.” Uncle Zhu said. 

“I’ll have Yaowang sent there right away. Also, I want to understand the full story of what happened.” 

(Yaowang means ‘King of Medicine’, but I don’t know if that’s his name or if it’s a title as of this 

moment.) 

“It’ll be better if Li Cihua explained it,” Uncle Zhu wasn’t too aware of the full story himself- he was just 

in charge of Master Bing’s protection after all, and had never cared about the company or the sort. 

As a result, he still didn’t understand how Master Bing managed to piss off the wrong guy! After all, 

while the hidden cottage might not put too much value on a mystic, the mystic class masters were still 

an untouchable existence in the Surface World! They were people that all noble houses had to pay their 

respects to! 



How many days had it been since Master Bing arrived? What had he done to deserve an opponent of 

this strength, a mystic at the same level as Uncle Zhu? Uncle Zhu,, himself could sense that Lin Yi’s 

training was more purer than his own as he couldn’t stand much of a chance against Lin Yi, even though 

they were both under the same level. 

He’d probably cough up blood again if he realized that Lin Yi had just entered mystic two days ago- it 

hadn’t even stabilized yet! It took him almost ten years after entering the mystic class before he was an 

early phase peak. Only after that, could he start aiming for the mid phase! 

Cihua took the phone, much more composed now after realizing that both Uncle Zhu and Master Bing 

were fine for now. He started from Qibing’s plans on the slums, how he’d had his eyes on Lin Yi’s 

girlfriend, to how he tore down her house and ended up injuring Tang Yin and Jucheng. Lin Yi had come 

for his revenge. 

Naturally, Cihua, himself, had a very personal hate against Lin Yi- Lin Yi was the reason for the death of 

his two golden masters! He hadn’t received new masters as replacements even until now, and he 

couldn’t even carry himself the same way when he walked around anymore! 

Would he be in this situation if it weren’t for Lin Yi? What angered him the most was the fact that 

Pengzhan Industries would have become a part of Master Bing’s business if it weren’t for Lin Yi! If he 

knew that all that would happen he would not have helped Jin Gubang pay for the funds and construct a 

new headquarters for the Qibing Real Estate Company in the first place! 

And so Cihua added a couple more bits of information after his explanation, “Boss, the two golden 

masters I had before also died under this kid’s hands! We can’t let him go! If it weren’t for him, the real 

estate company we prepared for Master Bing would’ve been in our hands long ago, most likely along 

with Pengzhan Industries also being under our control! But this kid’s the one who’s blocking us left and 

right, and now he’s injured Master Bing and Uncle Zhu! We must do something about this!” 

Cihua had thought that the information would enrage Guangyin, but the man was only calm and his 

voice, dull, when he spoke, “This Lin Yi… We’ll stay away from him for now. I’ll have Yaowang make his 

way there first- we’ll act after we have more information on him.” 

Pissed off as he was, Guangyin was no idiot. Lin Yi was someone capable of injuring Uncle Zhu- in other 

words, he was above the mystic level. 

But what did it mean for a boy younger than twenty to be a mystic master? Guangyin didn’t buy that Lin 

Yi had acquired that strength through just training and effort! 

After all, even hidden noble houses like his poured their most valuable resoruces into nurturing a 

master. Let alone the four great houses and the five small ones- none of them had a mystic master 

under twenty years old! 

Chapter 586 – Master of House Zhao 

And so, it was very possible that Lin Yi had an extremely powerful noble house backing him up- just 

which hidden house was he from? 

In order to deal with Lin Yi, he had to make sure he understood who he was dealing with. If he were to 

act recklessly and just get rid of Lin Yi, things would turn very sour if his guesses about Lin Yi’s hidden 



family turned out to be true. If he really were a master nurtured by a hidden house then it wouldn’t be 

surprising if they had pushed away all consideration and went all out against his own house! 

Mystic at twenty? The potential there was infinite- the boy could very well go into the earth class or 

even become a sky class master! The house Lin Yi belonged to would lose their minds if the Zhaos just 

killed him off. 

But there was still the possibility that Lin Yi had just gotten lucky. Maybe he’d eaten some miracle pill, or 

maybe he’d managed to breakthrough under some coincidental circumstance- if that were the case, 

then killing Lin Yi off was the optimal solution. Keeping him around living for any longer was too much of 

a threat. 

It was the first time Cihua heard the master use a tone like that, but he replied normally nontheless 

after a brief pause, “Alright, understood.” 

The ambulance arrived, and Cihua helped Uncle Zhu and Master Bing get to the hospital simple medical 

procedures first. Then it was up to Yaowang to personally come treat them properly. 

Guangyin put down his phone and sighed. A moment later, he stood up and quickly walked outside his 

room, his face solemn as he headed for a solitary villa. 

“Young master, you’ve come.” An old man appeared all of a sudden, just as Guangyin reached the door. 

His words were courteous, but there was no sign that he would let Guangyin enter the villa at all. 

“Elder Bi, I’m here to see my father,” Guangyin didn’t react negatively at all, treating the old man with 

respect instead. After all, Elder Bi was one of the few masters in the Zhao family, their last line of 

defense. He had fought with Guangyin’s father shoulder to shoulder to make it to where they were now, 

but he hadn’t married, nor did he have kids. Now Elder Bi only accompanied Guangyin’s father, loyally 

acting as his right hand man. 

“Please wait for a moment, young master. I’ll inform the master,” Elder Bi nodded and entered the villa, 

leaving Guangyin standing there respectably and completely unmoving. 

He came out a while later and nodded to Guangyin, “Young master, the master asks for you to enter.” 

In actuality, Guangyin was already the master of House Zhao. Elder Zhao had retired from the position a 

couple years ago, pouring all of his heart into reaching a higher plane. 

But in Elder Bi’s eyes, Elder Zhao would always be the master, and Guangyin, the young master. 

Guangyin didn’t think much about what Elder Bi chose to call him. After all, while he may already be the 

master of the house, there were still things he needed his father’s counsel on. He may have the 

authority to use the mystic masters in the family, but earth class masters like Elder Bi were above his 

control! 

Guangyin walked in respectably and saw that Elder Zhao had already seated himself in the living room, 

quietly enjoying a cup of tea in his hand. Guangyin bowed to greet his father, “Father!” 

“Mm. Did you need something?” Elder Zhao had been focusing on his training, searching for ways to 

break out of the earth class- he very rarely concerned himself with the house’s affairs. 



Guangyin would only interrupt him if it was something very important. 

In truth, hidden houses didn’t concern themselves with the surface world at all. Although they may have 

some companies or representatives on the outside, and even descendents, none of those would be as 

powerful as the great houses and small houses! 

The great houses and small houses were there to earn money for their family in the first place, and the 

hidden families never really had very high materialistic standards. Along with the inheritances from past 

generations, they didn’t even need companies on the outside to sustain themselves. 

The functioning companies on the outside weren’t just for nothing- the profits they earned were all 

given for the sustenance of the family, and were not to be used in meddling with the foundations of 

their ancestors’ businesses if possible. This would guarantee the noble house’s prosperity. 

The main point was that there was an agreement among the hidden noble houses that they wouldn’t 

involve themselves with the surface world’s affairs. Everything would fall into chaos if the place was 

filled with Wulin masters- the other noble houses wouldn’t be able to do anything if that were to take 

place. 

What they were truly after was the peak of martial arts- they wanted a long life, immortality and 

strength. In comparison to the colors of the outside world, towards the outside world, they didn’t hold 

much motivation nor interest. 

“Father, Bing’s legs have been destroyed, and Mister Zhu is heavily injured…” An event this big had to be 

reported to the Elder. 

“Oh?” Elder Zhao’s eyes turned cold. “Zhu is a mystic, isn’t he? How was he injured? Who else could 

have a master like that, other than the House Yu branch?” 

Elder Zhao’s words gave Guangyin a sudden thought- his own wife was from the Yu family! Did she find 

out about his bastard son and sent someone against Qibing? 

His face changed at the thought, showing a little nervousness. “Could it be the Yu family? Did Yu 

Xiaojin’s learn about Bing?” 

Xiaojin was Guangyin’s wife, a Yu, the family’s youngest daughter. Elder Yu especially loved her- it was 

very possible that Xiaojin would make that move. 

“Xiaojin knew of Bing a long time ago- she never did anything because she understood the big picture. 

As long as you didn’t bring Qibing home, she’d have one eye shut regarding the whole thing. She 

wouldn’t send anyone against Bing,” Elder Zhao said, “Unless Bing’s existence threatened her son’s 

position- your youngest son’s position.” 

“So it isn’t the Yu family?” Guangyin paused, not realizing that his wife had known all along! He smiled 

bitterly at the thought. The Yu women were really quite something. 

It was but an alliance marriage, but she’d given so much on her part these past years, taking care of him 

and living under the same roof together. It was hard to imagine that she was once a young miss of the 

Yu family. 



“I dind’t say that. Elder Yu is someone who would never take a loss, and Jin was his favourite. It’s 

possible he’d send someone against Bing for her sake,” Elder Zhao shook his head, “Don’t put too much 

hope on the boy- I don’t have faith in him. He’s but a boy playing prince. Naturally, we Zhaos wouldn’t 

just take this insult without a response… I know what to do- spread the word and list the man as 

wanted. We’ll think this over if one of the families claim him as their own, but if no one speaks up, it’ll 

mean that he’s not from a hidden house!” 

Guangyin paused, impressed by his father’s methods. It was true- if this Lin Yi really did belong to a 

hidden house then they would come out against the Zhaos to defend him. 

Chapter 588: Young Woman of House Yu 

 

Young Woman of House Yu 

Naturally, if no one said anything, then House Zhao could very well just go ahead and have Lin Yi wiped 

out. 

Still, Guangyin leaned towards the possibility of House Yu’s involvement- it was just too much of a 

coincidence for Qibing to have a mystic come at him after tearing a house down in some slums. Weren’t 

masters supposed to be rare? 

Guangyin believed that to be the case- and so he decided to first go to Xiaojin after getting back. After 

all, she was the main wife, and she knew about Qibing- if the Yus really were responsible, they’d make a 

statement about it. 

Guangyin bid farewell to his father and returned to his villa. He met with his wife and told her about 

Qibing, also earnestly apologizing and asking for her forgiveness for the mistake he’d made when young. 

Xiaojin didn’t say anything, only smiling lightly and shaking her head after her husband finished 

speaking, “I knew about Zhao Qibing a long time ago- I just wanted to see when you’d come and be 

honest with me. My father was aware as well, so I don’t think House Yu had a part in this. We’d have 

made a move long ago if we wanted to.” 

Guangyin acted as if the news came as a shock- he sobbed gratefully, “Jin, so you knew! I… I don’t know 

what to say…” 

“Our marriage may be an alliance between our houses, but we’ve developed feelings for each other 

these past years, and we’ve had kids. I’ll let the past go, but I have one condition- that son of yours may 

never return to the Zhao family,” Xiaojin said, making things clear. 

“He won’t,” Guangyin instantly promised. 

“As for that Lin Yi… I’ll help ask my brother if he’s from the Yu family,” Xiaojin said. 

Guangyin let out a breath of relief- it’d be much simpler if House Yu weren’t the ones responsible. They 

were a titan among the hidden houses after all. 



It came as a shock all those years ago, when the bastard son cast out from House Yu, one of the four 

great noble houses, founded a House Yu on his own, turning the original family into the New House Yu’s 

vassal! Although it sounded like a joke, that was the solid truth. 

Of course, it was said that a miracle chanced upon Xiaojin’s father, the bastard son that was cast away 

from the original family- he had actually broken through the earth class in one swoop, turning into a sky 

class master!! This was more than ten years ago, and no one knew how strong the man was now. 

As for what existed beyond the sky class… Only that legendary mystery who had wandered the world 

knew. 

House Yu was an entity everyone envied, but also a soaring mountain no house could imitate or 

overcome. After all, they also had luck on their side. 

Lin Yi became a wanted man soon after- however, only the hidden houses knew. Guangyin hadn’t even 

bothered asking the four great houses and five small houses in the outside world as there was no way 

they would have someone like Lin Yi in the first place. 

Somewhere in a heavenly setting with clear waters, were a couple of ancient-styled European 

structures. 

A young lady with the appearance of an angel sat before the window- seeming to be drawing something 

on a drawing board, her eyebrows occasionally locking into a frown and her lips edging into a smile. 

She quickly closed the drawing board and tidied up her hair when she heard footsteps outside her 

window. After quickly neutralising her expression, she turned around just in time to see the door 

opening. 

Her heart tightened, but the edges of her lips curled up into a beautiful curve as two dimples appeared 

on her white and flushed face, ” Brother, why didn’t you knock?” 

“Heh, you didn’t lock the door anyway, right?” A handsome boy walked into the room with wide strides 

and a smile on his face. 

“Hm? Why’s your face so red, sis? You haven’t been thinking about anything obscene, have you?” 

The girl pressed her eyebrows together, “Brother! What kind of nonsense are you saying!” 

“Hehe, let me see what you drew?” The boy skipped his way to the girl and reached for the drawing 

board on the table. 

The girl’s heart tightened once again as she held on tight to the drawing board, but was nowhere near 

strong enough to resist the boy. It was a little frustrating, “Let go!” 

The boy didn’t let go- he only pulled harder. 

The girl didn’t want the art she’d been working on for nearly a month to be ruined- she had to let go, but 

her eyes were still filled with rage as she glared at the boy. 

“Ha! I knew it, you were being a pervert! See, they’re holding hands! Hahahaha!” The boy started 

laughing loudly. 



“Give that back!” The girl snatched the drawing away from the boy as he laughed. 

It was a very delicate drawing. In it was a girl and a boy holding hands as they ran happily n a beautiful 

field- the girl was the young lady herself. 

“Sis, dad received a phone call earlier, a name was mentioned…” The boy looked at the girl, smiling. 

The girl tensed up a little, but hid her emotions, “Who? What does it have to do with me?” 

“You don’t wanna know? Fine then, I’ll leave,” The boy turned around, preparing to leave. 

“Brother, hurry up and tell me- what did dad say?” The girl started to panic as she glared holes into him, 

“I’ll ignore you if you don’t say it now!” 

“Dad received a call, I think it was our youngest aunt asking if we had a Lin Yi in our Yu family… That’s all 

I heard, I don’t know anything else!” The boy quickly spat out all he’d heard. 

“Aunt? She called?” The girl paused, not understanding why she’d ask something like that, “What did 

dad say?” 

“Dad said he didn’t know the person…” The boy shruged, “He’d probably act like that even if he did 

though…” 

The girl wanted to pick up the phone and call her aunt right away, but that would just complicate things. 

She gently put the phone down and spoke softly, “Brother, help me.” 

“Of course I’ll help you,” The boy smiled, “Lin Yi’s my buddy, I want him to be my brother-in-law, too! 

Don’t you worry, leave it to me! I’ll get you more information!” 

Fatty Lai stood guard in front of Lin Yi’s door, nervous. He didn’t know what had happened to Lin Yi, but 

still didn’t dare interrupt his healing with his questions. 

“Old Lai, who’s in there? Why are you so nervous? Why’d you bring some stranger back to our house?” 

Fatty Lai’s wife asked with a weird look on her face as she stared at the door 

“What do you know?! That’s my boss, I’m his follower now!” Fatty Lai glared, “Stop talking so much and 

make me something to eat, I’m starving!” 

Mrs. Lai didn’t say anything after seeing such a scary attitude given from her husband- she quickly went 

to prepare him some food. 

In truth, she was worried that this person her husband brought home, who was coughing up blood, 

might die in their house- that would really be the worst. 

Chapter 589: The Call From Miss 

 

Mrs. Lai was afraid of taking up any responsibility which resulted in her questioning her husband, but 

after seeing the determination in Fatty Lai, naturally, she wouldn’t voice up anymore. 

In reality, Fatty Lai was a relatively smart guy so his wife knew that he wouldn’t just bring a stranger 

hanging onto the edge of his life without reason. 



Fatty Lai was roving back and forth in front of the room, and his wife quickly got him a bowl of warm 

noodles. While Fatty Lai was savoring two mouth full of noodles, the phone that Lin Yi left behind 

started to ring. 

Fatty Lai looked at the incoming call and he answered the call immediately after seeing it was Tangyin, 

“Hello, Sis-in-law!” 

“Fatty Lai? Where’s Lin Yi? Why isn’t he answering the phone?” Tangyin was extremely worried for Lin 

Yi- he had left for few hours already, there were no phone calls and he never came back. There was no 

way Tangyin wouldn’t be worried about him. 

After all, their misunderstanding had just been cleared not long ago- this was the moment for them to 

bond, to be together like a glue sticking to each other and of course, Tangyin was missing Lin Yi’s love 

and embrace too right now. 

“He…” Fatty Lai panicked, “Boss is fine, he’s just a little tired and resting now.” 

“Resting?” Tangyin startled- she found the reason strangely odd, “Fatty Lai, tell me, how’s Lin Yi now, 

get him to answer the phone!” 

“Sis-in-law, boss is really just tired, he needs some rest…” Fatty Lai didn’t want to lie Tangyin but Lin Yi 

had specifically warned him not to mention anything to Tangyin. 

Fatty Lai was in a difficult position- he didn’t know how to respond Tangyin. After all, Tangyin and Lin Yi’s 

relationship was special, normal reasons wouldn’t have the same effect against her. 

“FATTY LAI, tell me now! If not I’ll ask Lin Yi to not bother with you ever again!” Tangyin’s heart was 

pounding rapidly while she threatened him. 

“Eh!” Fatty Lai flinched, he was tormented- Linyi told him not to mention anything to Tangyin while 

Tangyin use Lin Yi to threaten him. This made Fatty Lai lost- this was a tough nut to crack, he didn’t know 

what should be done. 

“He’s fine, in the progress of recovering…. Please do not forget that my boss is also a Miracle Doctor 

himself.” 

“Ah! Linyi is injured?” Tangyin startled, “Where are you guys now?” 

“In my house, don’t be worry, sis-in-law, Lin Yi will be awake in no time. I’ll tell him to get back to 

you…..” Fatty Lai explained. 

“No, I must come now, where’s your house?” Tangyin was anxious, she felt bad- Lin Yi was injured 

because of her. How could Tangyin stay in the hospital and not visit him? 

“Erm…. Okay then,” Fatty Lai couldn’t reject her, could he? 

“I’ll get my wife to pick you up, it’ll be safer in the night.” 

“A…alright,” Lin Yi’s life might be at risk- this wasn’t a time for Tangyin to be polite as she gladly 

accepted the offer. 



“My wife is driving a red Porsche with the plate, Song A1234A,” Fatty Lai told Tangyin about the details, 

he didn’t want Tangyin to get in the wrong car, it would be a big mistake for him if that happened. 

After ending the call, Fatty Lai summoned his wife, and told her about his situation. Although Mrs. Lai 

was suspicious, she didn’t question him as she drove her car to the hospital. As far as she was 

concerned, Fatty Lai was treating the stranger inside with generous amount of respect, he had to be an 

important figure. 

However, the phone rang again after a few seconds from Tangyin. 

Fatty Lai took out the phone and looked at the incoming call again. Much to his surprise, it was shown 

“Miss”! 

Who was this Miss? Fatty Lai was puzzled but for his boss to name someone “Miss”- her identity must 

be of utmost importance. Hence, he picked up the call immediately. 

“Lin Yi, where have you been? Why aren’t you coming back this late? Did you know that my dad is 

waiting for you!” In normal circumstances, she wouldn’t make the phone call herself but since Lin Yi 

didn’t inform her before leaving today, naturally, she was displeased. Besides, her father was here, 

waiting for Lin Yi to return home for a dinner- he wanted to treat Lin Yi as a token of appreciation for 

saving her precious daughter. 

Chu PengZhan industries had kept Pengzhan out of hands until now, so he had planned to drink with Lin 

Yi but he didn’t seem to be coming back after waiting for a half day so Mengyao got her phone up and 

called him. 

Normally, she would order Yushu to give Lin Yi a call but now that her father was beside her, she 

decided that she should be the one calling instead. 

Fatty Lai jumped in shock upon hearing the girl’s tone- just who was this miss? How could she talk to his 

boss like that? Who was her dad anyway, telling Lin Yi to head over for dinner? Could it be that he was 

Lin Yi’s leader? 

Fatty Lai was puzzled- he didn’t know who was the girl on the other side of the phone. 

“Ugh, sorry, this isn’t Lin Yi speaking…” Fatty Lai said cautiously. 

“Huh? Not Lin Yi? Where’s Lin Yi then?” Mengyao didn’t expect the receiver to not be Lin Yi. 

“Ermm… May I ask who are you?” Fatty Lai wanted to confirm the Miss’ identity first before revealing 

the fact to her. 

“I’m Lin Yi….. erm, I’m… I’m his Boss!” Mengyao wrecked her brain and couldn’t think of their 

relationship so she just blurted ‘his boss,’ “And, who are you?” 

Fatty Lai was flabbergasted- Lin Yi’s boss? Was she my boss’ boss?! Fatty Lai answered hastily, “Big 

boss!” 

“Big boss? What do you mean?” Mengyao was perplexed. 



“Lin Yi is my boss, and you are my boss’ boss, naturally, that makes you my Big Boss!” Fatty Lai 

explained. 

“Owh, I don’t care who you are, I’m looking for Lin Yi,” Mengyao was lost because of Fatty Lai’s 

explanation. 

“Boss…. He’s injured…” Fatty Lai continued, “He’s recovering….” 

“WHAT? Lin Yi is injured?” Mengyao was astonished. How did this happen? She couldn’t help but get 

nervous, “What happened? Is he alright?” 

“Er…. I’m not sure about that, but he was spitting up blood…. He’s recovering in my room, I’m not 

allowed to check him either…” Fatty Lai answered carefully- she was Lin Yi’s boss after all, he wouldn’t 

want to mess things up here, would he? 

Fatty Lai wasn’t to be blamed for believing Mengyao’s identity. After all, Lin Yi, himself, named her 

“Miss” in his phone. 

“Spitting up blood?!” MengYao felt a prick in her heart, her head started aching as well, “Where is he 

now? I’m coming over right now!” 

“Ugh…. it’s so late at night now, I’ll get a car to pick you up?” Fatty Lai didn’t dare to drag things any 

longer- she was his boss’ boss after all. 

“I’ve got a car myself!” Mengyao interrupted, “Just tell me where are you guys now, quick!” 

“Leadshore residences , A9-1 Villa….” Fatty Lai revealed his own address. 

Chapter 589 – The Miss and Tang Yin 

Mengyao didn’t continue the conversation and ended the call. 

Mengyao was anxious- other than her parents and soul mate, Yushu. She had never been so worried 

before, after learning that Lin Yi even coughed out blood- her heart almost exploded. 

She always had complaints and opinions about Lin Yi, but all of them were transformed into concern at 

this moment. 

“Dad, Lin Yi is injured, I’ve to go see him,” she pulled Yushu along with her after informing her dad. 

Initially, when Pengzhan heard that Lin Yi was injured- he also wanted to check him out but after seeing 

her daughter’s anxious face, he hesitated and chose to sit back down, “Be careful.” 

Pengzhan was very satisfied with her daughter’s reaction, their relationship was heading to a better 

direction- it wasn’t a relationship between a miss and her follower anymore, it was something different. 

On the other hand, Yushu was eating hot toffeed sweet potato- it was best eaten when hot. Lin Yi wasn’t 

home yet, but with Yushu’s atitude, nobody would blame her for starting the meal first. 

“Nyom nyom nyom…. Yaoyao sis, why are you pulling me?” Yushu just filled her mouth with a slice of 

sweet potato, she almost choked when MengYao tried to drag her along. MengYao rolled her eyes at 



that, Yushu was sitting at the dining table, enjoying the meal, not really giving a care about her 

surroundings so she wasn’t aware of the information exchanged between Mengyao and her father. 

“Your shield bro is injured, aren’t you coming?” Mengyao glared at Shu and thought, why aren’t you 

getting fat, eating so much everyday? Or perhaps all the nutrients were transported to her boobs? Her 

voluptuous hourglass figure was indeed pretty attractive . 

“Ah? I’m coming, how is he injured?” Yushu jumped up from the fright and followed Mengyao behind. 

“I don’t know,” Mengyao shook her head, she went to the garage, drove her Audi S5 and headed to 

Leadshore residences. 

Uncle Fu’s Bentley was tailing behind their car. Uncle Fu and Pegnzhan were worried of the girls’ safety 

at night so they were just making sure of their safety. 

On the other hand, Mrs. Lai went to pick up Tangyin. 

It would take a much longer time for Tangyin to reach here because there was still a distance between 

Leadshore residences and the SongShan’s first hospital, going back and forth would consume a lot of 

time. 

“Lai Changyi?” Mengyao was able to recognise him when she entered the villa- she might not know 

many people but she had accompanied her dad to numerous famous entrepreneur parties so she was 

able to recognise some well-known names, Lai Changyi was one of them. 

Additionally, with his extra big stature, Mengyao’s impression of him was even greater. 

“You… you are big boss? You know me?” Fatty Lai was surprised, getting along with the big boss was 

beneficial. 

“My name is Chu Mengyao, not big boss, such a disgraceful name,” Mengyao frowned, “Where’s Liny 

Yi?” 

Fatty Lai then pointed at a closed room, “Inside there, but I’m not allowed to go in, he asked me to 

guard the door for him.” 

“Just what’s going on?” Mengyao was worried of Lin Yi but since Lin Yi had forbid people from entering, 

it would be best for her to not enter. Who knew if she would trouble him and worsen his condition after 

entering the room. 

Fatty Lai didn’t have the balls to hide the truth- he revealed everything from helping Tangyin to revenge 

to fighting Qibing’s bodyguard. As far as he was concerned, Mengyao was Lin Yi’s boss, so she should at 

least know about Lin Yi’s girlfriend, shouldn’t she? 

“Tangyin?” Mengyao heard that Linyi was injured because of Tangyin, she was displeased, she didn’t feel 

good! He was her shield after all, why was her shield protecting some other girl? He was injured because 

of taking revenge too! Did he ask for permission before doing such a reckless thing? 

Did she allow him to go? The point was that she thought that Tangyin had broken up with Lin Yi! She 

turned back and looked at Yushu “Shu the spy 007, I thought you said that they were broken up?” 



“Ugh…” Yushu was a little pissed off at Tangyin as well. It was totally understandable if Lin Yi was injured 

because of Yaoyao sis but now that their shield bro was injured due to some stupid revenge, it made 

Yushu unhappy! Her mouth turned into a pout. 

After looking at Yushu’s expression, Mengyao knew that her souce was probably inaccurate. She eyed 

Yushu and stopped her questioning, her heart was getting more and more uncomfortable. She wanted 

to check on him but she wasn’t allowed to enter. All she could do was wait stupidly outside of the room. 

Fatty Lai didn’t dare voice out anything when he saw Mengyao’s silence- he just stood beside Mengyao 

and waiting for her orders. 

After a while, outside of the villa, came a car sound. A girl came fumbling out and was no doubt, 

Tangyin. 

Tangyin was hospitalised just before coming here, she was still wearing her patient clothing with the 

bandages swathed on her forehead. Mrs. Lai and Xinwen came after her. 

“Fatty Lai, how’s Lin Yi? Where is he?” Tangyin rushed to Fatty Lai and threw questions at him. Although, 

Mengyao and Yushu were standing beside him, she subconsciously left them out of her sight because Lin 

Yi was her only priority at this moment . 

“Hmph! He’s not dead yet!” without waiting for Fatty Lai to open his mouth, Mengyao shrugged coldly. 

She was enraged when she saw Tangyin! 

Lin Yi was injured because of this girl, so when she saw Tangyin- she was unable to control her fury, as 

she looked at her with disdain. She got even more angrier when she saw Tangyin falling and knocking 

herself over before reaching the villa. 

It’s just that Mengyao had forgotten that she came in the villa the same way Tangyin did. 

Tangyin was one of the top three school beauty, naturally, she was able to recognise the other two. She 

had even talked to Yushu before, how could she not know her. But the question arose, why were these 

two school beauties in Fatty Lai’s house?!?! 

Chapter 590 – War for Love 

 

Besides, both of them actually came for the same reason- they were here because of Lin Yi. Tangyin 

started first, “You guys….” 

When Mengyao was about to open her mouth, Yushu winked at her and stood in front of MengYao, 

proudly saying, “Let me introduce you, this is Yaoyao sis- she is shield bro’s girlfriend!” 

“Shield bro? Who’s that?” Tangyin couldn’t get her. 

“Shield bro, naturally, is Lin Yi. Hee hee!” Yushu laughed cunningly. 

“Lin Yi? Girlfriend?” Tangyin’s eyes widened, she thought to herself, Lin Yi was my boyfriend, alright? 

When did Mengyao become his girlfriend? What’s going on? If this was a phrase said by Xiaoxiao- it was 



understandable but things were different this time- this was from Chu Mengyao, herself, and Chen 

Yushu. 

She was shocked but she knew something was up. How did Lin Yi have connection with the both of 

them? It was impossible. 

Mengyao only glared at Yushu but the word “girlfriend” made her eyes light up- she thought she would 

hate it, but the word somehow became melodious to her ears and she didn’t reject the title in the 

slightest. 

“Fancy meeting you here, my name is Chu Mengyao and I’m Lin Yi’s fiancé,” Mengyao gracefully 

stretched her hand out, lifting her head as elegant as possible and looking down at Tangyin with 

immense superiority. Right this minute, her gorgeousness as a Miss had multiplied by infinity. 

On the other hand, Tangyin was impressed by Mengyao’s presence- staring at her blankly. She’s Lin Yi’s 

fiancé? Tangyin was simply unable to accept this, everything happened too fast for her to process it, was 

she really Lin Yi’s fiancé? The most famous Miss in the school, chairman’s precious daughter, she was 

related to Lin Yi?? 

Despite the fact that she was flabbergasted, Tangyin didn’t bend down- she stretched her hand out to 

meet Mengyao’s, “I’m Tangyin, Lin Yi’s girlfriend. I didn’t know Lin Yi has a fiancé, are you sure about 

that?” 

After seeing Mengyao’s position, Tangyin half-believed her words- if Mengyao wasn’t related to Lin Yi, 

she wouldn’t have bothered coming here! However, saying that she’s Lin Yi’s fiancé, Tangyin wouldn’t 

tolerate and believe that in the slightest! 

She had fallen into Xiaoxiao’s trap once, so her alertness was still rather high- she wouldn’t just believe 

in others’ words so easily again. Even though her opponent was the supercilious Miss, she would still 

charge forward to attack! 

This was her first time, fighting for her love- she didn’t want to have any misunderstandings with Lin Yi 

ever again, just because of these unworthy events. 

“I’ve heard of you,” Mengyao said faintly. Undeniably, Mengyao’s words had given her the upper hand- 

it meant that Lin Yi was on better terms with Mengyao that’s why he had talked about Tangyin with 

Mengyao, there was nothing to hide between them. On the other hand, Lin Yi did not tell Tangyin 

everything, including the fiancé part, their bonds weren’t as close as to Mengyao and Lin Yi. 

“Really? Let’s be honest here y’know, our relationship has been already recognized by the public in the 

school, when did you become Lin Yi’s fiancé?” Tangyin’s attack was pretty eloquent. She didn’t fight last 

time because she didn’t want to, and she didn’t have to. 

But after having a taste of losing her loved one for a few days, she felt that she had to take initiative in 

fighting for her love now. It didn’t feel good and she had suffered for a few days because of losing Lin Yi. 

She wanted to clarify that she was the real girlfriend here, and it was even known throughout the 

school! 



Now that Tangyin was fighting back, and her attack was pretty effective against Mengyao- making 

Mengyao unable to fight back. She started the war due to her competitiveness- she disliked losing, and 

she especially hated losing to Tangyin. 

In fact, she was never Lin Yi’s girlfriend and her guilt was already starting to build up since she said she 

was Lin Yi’s fiancé, but she couldn’t just admit defeat after blurting out all those lies, could she? 

“So what? Yaoyao sis and shield bro’s marriage was decided by their family. They didn’t have to 

announce to the world, did they? Isn’t that right, Yaoyao sis? Yushu was always fighting with Mengyao 

but when both of them were standing on the same line facing the same enemy, naturally, Yushu would 

stand up and fight back for her. 

“Arranged marriage?” Tangyin flinched, she was right, it was very common for rich houses. Now that 

Yushu had mentioned it, the possibility of arranged marriage was actually pretty high! After all, 

Mengyao’s identity was the biggest evidence, if she wasn ‘t related to Lin Yi… why would she fight in this 

nonsense? 

“Ya. Didn’t you know? Shield bro and Yaoyao sis’s relationship is skyrocketing! They are getting more 

and more intimate- they even kissed, y’know!!” Yushu said cockily, “So have you guys kiss before?” 

Mengyao and Tangyin were both dumbfounded by Yushu’s words but Mengyao remained silent and just 

looked at Tangyin arrogantly with a straight face. 

“We….. We did too!” Tangyin looked at Yushu and said the word one by one clearly, “Just so you know, 

we always kiss!” 

Tangyin was mentioning about the hospital’s rescue moment, she promised to give Lin Yi a kiss when he 

completed his mission. Although, the kiss hadn’t been given out yet, Tangyin thought that it was the 

probably about the same anyway. So she did not back down and just mentioned it bravely. 

Xinwen came along with Tangyin but she was totally puzzled with the current situation. Of course, she 

knew the big names, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, they were the school beauties after all, but their 

conversation with Tangyin staggered her. 

No doubt, the most insane thing that tripped her was that Tangyin admitted to kissing Lin Yi. She had 

been investigating how far both of them had went, and which stage they were in now. And to no avail, 

she found that their progression had not moved at all. However, today she learnt that both of them had 

been moving forward to the kissing stage. 

“Owh, kissing isn’t that important actually. Shield bro always hugs Yaoyao sis and harasses her boobs at 

the same time!’ Yushu released even more dynamic information after hearing Tangyin. 

Mengyao wanted to say that Lin Yi hadn’t touched her boobs before but she knew that Yushu was 

fighting for her face so she remained silent as in like she agreed in silent acquiescence. 

“Lin Yi touched my boobs too!” Tangyin was starting to panic, and lifted her boobs subconsciously, “See 

my boobs are way bigger than hers, I bet her boobs aren’t really nice anyway!” 

In normal circumstances, Tangyin would never allow herself to be this vulgar but she was pressured by 

Mengyao and Yushu, and the words flew out from her mouth with no self-control. 



But after the words were delivered, even Tangyin herself, was stunned. Did I really say that out? How 

could I be that shameless? She was literally comparing her boobs with Mengyao, how shameless could 

she get! 

On the other hand, Xinwen stood frozen- ‘Was this really the good girl I knew? What happened? That 

was totally crazy! Both of them were just hurting each other!’ 

Chu Mengyao’s body was considered balanced but her boobs were just a little lacking, that was her 

weak spot and she hated it the most when people talked about her weaknesses! 

Chapter 591 – The Great Chen Yu Shu 

 

Tangyin had accidentally hit the jackpot- this made Mengyao descended into embarrassment. She 

stared at Tangyin as if she was about to eat her, “So what if my boobs are small? I’ve got a big ones 

living in my house! You have just yourself, is that enough for you? Her boobs are even way bigger than 

yours?” 

While Mengyao bragged, she pushed Yushu right in front of Tangyin as if she was presenting a part of 

her own assets. Since Yushu had personally declared she was Mengyao’s soulmate- she cooperated, 

lifting her boobs with a cocky face, “Why don’t you have a good look at my boobs? Do you admit defeat 

now?” 

“Lol, It’s none of your business. Lin Yi wouldn’t even touch you anyway?” Tangyin found Mengyao really 

stupid- as soon as she couldn’t fight anymore, she would push her soulmate in front her. 

“Why not? Shield bro always touches me! He’s even kissed me!” Yushu looked at Tangyin with disdain as 

if she was just a kid, how disgraceful. 

What utter bullshit. If Lin Yi was truly Mengyao’s fiance, she could at least believe in that slightly, but 

saying that Lin Yi was so messed up, that he was with both of them, this was absolutely absurd. 

“Oopsss, I forgot to mention the fact that Yaoyao sis is Lin Yi’s main wife and I’m his second wife! It’s a 

buy one free one package, worth every penny!” Yushu blinked to Mengyao, “Isn’t that right, Yaoyao sis? 

“Certainly! We’ve agreed upon this promise ever since we were young,” Mengyao nodded solemnly. 

“Huh?” Tangyin was taken back, what was this logic? Main wife, second wife? The point was that even 

Mengyao agreed with this logic… 

Tangyin felt that either this was a drama or both of them really had down-syndrome! 

Tangyin felt that it would be rather likely for Lin Yi to take her as a second wife. After all, she wasn’t born 

as a noble, and Lin Yi had even gotten injured because of Tangyin. He had sacrificed so much for her so 

she wouldn’t mind being Lin Yi’s second wife, if that’s what it took for them to be together! 

At the very least, Lin Yi’s love for her was sincere and pure from the bottom of the heart. As long as Lin 

Yi took care of her, she would accept it, albeit reluctantly! 



But to say that Yushu was Lin Yi’s second wife, Tangyin found it unbelievable. Chen Yushu was also born 

a noble, as high class as Mengyao. Her brother was a Major and her background was even extremely 

mysterious! Both of them were like angels bestowed by the heavens in the school, how could they share 

the same husband? 

The first thought that came to Tangyin’s mind was that both of them were fooling with her. Although 

she was impressed she did not believe in the slightest as she said sarcastically, “Main wife and second 

wife? That’s very creative of you!” 

“I know right, how do you feel? Are you perhaps jealous of us?” Yushu acted like she didn’t get the 

sarcasm at all as she continued, “Both of us are very generous, even if you are Lin Yi’s girlfriend, you 

could only be his second wife…. Wait a minute, you would be second wife number two, I’m the second 

wife number one!” 

Yushu’s reply made Mengyao sweat, weren’t you ashamed of your own words? But thanks to Yushu, 

Mengyao was able to stand firm like a mountain, otherwise, she would have to admit defeat already. 

Tangyin was speechless, how on earth could someone be that shameless? Shouting out so proudly 

about being the main wife and second wife. Tangyin was unable to fight back against Yushu’s 

shamelessness! However, she didn’t want to lose either, she glared at Yushu “What’s the point of being 

the main wife and second wife? You guys have to at least see who’s got him first, right? We have had xxx 

before! You guys are nothing with just the title!” 

“Eh!” Xinwen’s mind was blown away. Tangyin and Lin Yi had advanced to that stage already? They even 

had xxx before? What in the world was she talking about- that was too fast, wasn’t it?! 

Tangyin’s words choked herself in surprise but it wasn’t like she could turn back anymore, could she? If 

she gave up now, all her efforts would turn into nothingness. 

So she had decided to initiate the attack first, she couldn’t allow herself to be behind Yushu all the time, 

could she? 

“What’s that…. We’ve been staying together under the same roof for a quite some time, right, Yaoyao 

Sis? 

“Yeah, we live together,” Mengyao said enthusiastically- it was a fact after all, she wasn’t lying, they 

were really staying together under the same roof. 

“We always have s** parties, and we do 3P all the time! Do you know what’s 3P? Men love it the most, 

you are always alone, what can you provide him? He’s enjoyed his life to the fullest with us!” Yushu 

hadn’t processed everything she said through her brain, so she was able to crap everything out with a 

straight face, however black lines were starting to appear on Mengyao’s forehead. She wanted to stop 

Yushu’s nonsense, but it wasn’t a good time to do so as she reluctantly admitted to Yushu’s words once 

again. 

Tangyin flushed immediately- she didn’t expect such vulgarity from Yushu! She hadn’t even tried to run 

away from the nonsense but the things she said were getting more and more fishy. 



After all, a girl’s reputation was very important to them, they couldn’t just ruin their image and destroy 

their reputation like that. If they were like Tangyin, Lin Yi’s girlfriend, things wouldn’t turn ugly if the 

rumors spread out because it was totally normal for girls to have xxx with their own boyfriend. 

However, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, they were misses of the noble families, were they completely 

abandoning their reputation? If they weren’t somehow connected to Lin Yi, were they able to say all 

that daringly? Although Tangyin was pretty sure the 3P thing was completely impossible, their 

relationship with Lin Yi was definitely not normal for sure! 

Tangyin could insist that she was Lin Yi’s real girlfriend now she wasn’t Yushu’s opponent so she decided 

to walk down the stage. After all, there was no way she could find something as erotic as 3P, she didn’t 

know how to continue the war anymore. 

“3P or whatever, that’s disgusting!” Tangyin felt like she had been wronged, she had underestimated 

Yushu but her eyes were still on her, not showing any inferiority. 

“You have never tried it before, that’s why you wouldn’t know!” Yushu said confidently, “Basically, we 

have a 3P on a daily basis.” 

“Stop bragging!’ Tangyin didn’t believe her, she felt that Yushu’s words were beyond logical, “Lin Yi 

would never stay with you guys!” 

“You don’t believe us? Let me show you some evidence then!” Yushu got her phone out, opened her 

album folder and raised her phone to show Tangyin right in her face, “Here, this is our kitchen, and 

Shield bro always makes breakfast for us in the morning!” 

“This is our living room, we always watch Tv together…. Right, this sofa, this was where we have our 3P! 

Look at this, this is my ***! If you’re still in your own world, look at what I’m wearing, this is the exact 

same lace!” 

“Owh, there you go, Yaoyao sis is here! She was in the reflection of the mirror!” 

Yushu found a picture with Mengyao in it as she pointed to Tangyin excitedly. 

At first, Tangyin thought that Yushu was full of lies until she saw Mengyao in the picture. The blood in 

her face drained and she clenched her teeth, she was out of cards and just stood, silently staring at 

Yushu’s phone. 

Chapter 593: Who’s Braver? 

 

Who’s Braver? 

“How’re you going? Do you believe us now? Ah, this is our villa’s yard, this is Shield bro’s car, you’ve 

seen this before right. This is my Beetle and this is Mengyao’s Audi S5!” Yushu explained, “Actually we 

do have our 3P photos but it’s not in this phone. If you wish to see it, I can show you on my laptop.” 

“Hmph!” Tangyin shrugged off her gloat and just glared at Yushu angrily. In fact, Tangyin was very 

frustrated inside- she wasn’t sure of Yushu’s words. But her instinct told her that she couldn’t believe 

her, not even one word. 



Tangyin believed that Lin Yi wouldn’t betray her- even if he really had a fiance, he would tell her the 

truth honestly. What was the point of Lin Yi cheating on her anyway? If he really had one, he could at 

least inform Tangyin and she would let go of him automatically- there was no point going through all 

these troubles just to ask her to leave. 

Despite all that, Lin Yi’s car was really in the pictures shown in Yushu’s phone and that yellow beetle- 

that was the car he used when he drove to Tangyin’s home for the first time, how could Tangyin forget 

that? 

And the Audi S5, Tangyin had seen it before as well- he had been standing beside that car in the night 

market street. 

To tell the truth, Yushu wasn’t exactly educated about anything sexual, she didn’t know what lovers did 

on the bed, and it wasn’t like she could say that she already had a baby, could she? That would be 

ridiculously off topic and she wouldn’t have been able to answer if Tangyin asked about the baby’s 

whereabouts. 

So, when Tangyin stopped talking and resulted to staring, Yushu did the same. 

All of them were glaring like tigers watching their prey, but the silence was deafening. Nobody knew 

who had the upper hand! But it seemed like Yushu and Mengyao had asserted themselves as the 

powerful party and Tangyin was the one in the dire state. 

Frankly, both the misses were feeling very bad inside. After all, Yushu had just blurted out nonsense 

without thinking. 

On the other hand, Fatty Lai had fled away from the war from the beginning- he was hiding at the very 

far end. He didn’t wish to be the middleman because both parties were equally important, one was Lin 

Yi’s boss and the other was his sis-in-law, he couldn’t afford to make a bad impression to either side! 

He knew that Tangyin was his sis-in-law but Mengyao and Yushu were speaking like they were the real 

deals, and Yushu even had a ton of evidence to prove herself as well. From that, Fatty Lai assumed that 

their relationship with Lin Yi wasn’t that simple, either. 

Hence, the best outcome was to hide himself, not helping either side, that was the smartest decision he 

had ever made. 

After the commotion settled down, only then did Fatty Lai start strolling over slowly, “Alright, no matter 

who’s the main wife, you guys are all my boss’ women which means my sis-in-law!” 

Mengyao’s subconscious fought back, who’s sis-in-law? But then she remembered all the things she said 

to Tangyin when they were fighting, her face remained solemn but internally, her whole body was 

dancing. 

Tangyin saw that Mengyao and Yushu weren’t fighting back so she just lifted her head and remained 

silent. 

“Ah!” Tangyin flinched, Mengyao and Yushu were also startled by her. The three of them had forgotten 

their purpose of coming here until Fatty Lai came in to remind them. Lin Yi was still lying inside the room 

and there were fighting some pointless war. Was this really the moment for them to be fighting? 



No one knew if it was Fatty Lai that snapped them out of their world or if it was because the misses had 

nothing else to comment. 

In short, the living room became total silence. 

There were two parties sitting separately in the living room, one of the parties was Mengyao and Yushu, 

they ducked into a corner and started murmmering to themselves. 

“Shu, how could you say something so dirty just now? 3P? Did you read too many dirty books?” 

Mengyao lectured. 

“Owh, Yaoyao sis, so you know 3P too? You must’ve read a lot of dirty books as well!” Yushu said 

nonchalantly. 

“Don’t change the topic!” Mengyao eyed Yushu, “With all that nonsense just now, did that consider as 

doing bad things?” 

“Nothing is bad. Shield bro is Yaoyao Sis’s from the start! He was the one who went to flirt with all the 

girls, wasn’t he?” Yushu thought that her actions were righteous. 

Mengyao sighed. She didn’t know if they were doing the right thing or not. 

On the other hand, Tangyin was pulled aside by Xinwen- she had wanted to interrupt their war a couple 

of times, but stopping her best friend during the war didn’t seem fit. Tangyin was still worried sick about 

Lin Yi’s condition. Who would be in the right mind to speak politely anyway? 

During the war, Tangyin was just trying to protect her pride, she didn’t really care about anything else. 

Fatty Lai realised that letting the girls stand in front of the room didn’t look good so he got his wife to 

help him carry four sofas for the guests to sit on. 

Time flew by, second by second, but there was zero movement in the room. Tangyin wanted to check 

him out but was afraid that she would disturb him, Mengyao was also thinking the same thing too. 

“Yaoyao sis, I’m hungry,” Yushu heard her own stomach growling, she wanted food. 

“Hold on for now, we’ll get back and eat when Lin Yi is back!” Mengyao wasn’t sure of her real intention 

either but she made her voice loud and clear just so Tangyin was able to hear. 

“Okay, but I want to eat Shield bro’s cooking, his food is yummy!” Yushu co-operated. 

“He’s been the one making breakfast for us daily, hasn’t he? He is injured now, let’s wait till he recovers, 

okay?” Mengyao said. Mengyao didn’t know when she became so prideful, she was never a fan of 

showing off before. 

Tangyin was pissed off with the other misses, who did they think they were? Why was Lin Yi cooking for 

them? She was unable to hold back anymore as she added, “Xinwen, have you eaten Lin Yi’s barbecued 

chicken wing? It was definitely worth a try, he even gave me his recipe! My family’s barbecue stall is 

now using his recipe too! Right, Lin Yi even made me shark meat before, you have eaten before right?” 



Xinwen could only sigh, Tangyin, why were you jealous? You were the prettiest among the three of 

us…… But putting Tangyin with those misses, they were all extraordinarily angelic, none of them were 

inferior to each other. 

“Shark meat! We’ve eaten before too, but that shark was caught by me and Lin Yi together though!” 

Yushu interupted. 

“Hmph!” Tangyin once again did not buy it. 

While all of them were arguing about food, Tangyin and Xinwen’s stomach started growling as well, and 

here came the sharp-witted Fatty Lai. He walked towards them and said, “Sisters-in-laws, all of you must 

be very hungry right now. Don’t worry, I’ve asked my wife to prepare some food for you guys. I know 

that you guys are worried about my boss but you guys have to at least fill your stomach, right? 

Otherwise, boss will be very upset about it.” 

Chapter 594: The War Started Again 

 

The War Started Again 

“I want to eat barbecue chicken wing!” Yushu’s desire for chicken wing arose when Tangyin mentioned 

about it earlier. 

“Shu! There’s no barbecue chicken wing here!” Mengyao eyed Yushu and looked at Fatty Lai, “Sorry to 

bother you.” 

Mengyao showed her ladylike demeanour as the Miss of a noble house. 

“Same here, we don’t mind eating anything,” Tangyin replied politely. 

“Alright, I’ll get my wife to prepare some noodles right away!” Fatty Lai relaxed- he was afraid that the 

misses would be picky eaters. 

For a fleeting moment, four hot bowl of noodles were served in front of the girls by Fatty Lai. 

Mengyao, Yushu, Tangyin and Xinwen were all as hungry as hunters, they stopped their war and started 

savouring the noodles. Mengyao and Tangyin were both eating gently with manners but on the other 

hand, Yushu and Xinwen never gave a care in the world when the ate, the sight of them was messy. 

Fatty Lai always had to entertain his customers, he rarely had the chance to eat so he would always eat 

something before going to the bed, naturally, noodles were the best option because it was easily made 

so Mrs. Lai had mastered the technique in preparing a quick satisfying noodle. It was far more superior 

than the restaurant’s noodles. 

After finishing the noodles, Fatty Lai cleaned up the bowls while the girls continued staring at each other 

with widened eyes, the intensity even stronger than before…. 

The war started again. 



Mengyao sensed no movements inside the room as she got even more worried and complained: “Why 

didn’t you stop Lin Yi for avenging you? If you have stopped him, he wouldn’t have to be injured, would 

he?” 

“How could I stop him? He was avenging me, it meant that he loves me, cares about me, I should be 

delighted instead!” Tangyin continued, “Or else, why didn’t he get injured because of you?” 

“Who said so? He shielded me from a bullet, right Shu?” Mengyao was mentioning about the bank 

robbery but he was actually shielding Guanxin instead of Mengyao that time. 

“Owh, Shield bro jumped into the sea just to rescue me too and we even fought the shark after that!” 

Yushu continued. 

Fatty Lai sighed as he dragged his wife to the corner, observing the exchange, he didn’t have the balls to 

fall asleep. Who knew if they would start a fight after all? 

“Old Lai, who are these people?” Mrs. Lai was lost since the beginning, she didn’t know their 

relationship and names, she only knew that the injured guy was Lin Yi, her husband’s boss and a Miracle 

Doctor who had saved her father-in-law’s disease. 

He was also the founder of Miracle Doctor Guan Medicine Company, so she knew that Lin Yi was a very 

powerful figure- she respected him very much like the way how Fatty Lai did. 

The problem was that there were four ladies in her house, and three of them were insanely fine-looking. 

Other than that, three of them admitted that their relationship with Lin Yi was complicated, making Mrs. 

Lai headache. 

“I…. I think we have to leave this to the boss to settle. Personally, I’m not very sure about their 

relationship with boss, either…..” Fatty Lai smiled bitterly, “Let’s just observe from a distance, as long as 

they don’t fight, everything will be fine.” 

…….. 

After passing the phone to Fatty Lai and ordering him not to mention his condition to Tangyin. He locked 

himself in the room and immediately fainted on the bed in the next second. 

At this moment, Lin Yi had transported into the jade. 

This was Lin Yi’s first time fighting someone as strong as the Uncle, getting injured was inevitable. 

Fortunately, he had his jade with him- he could recover with incredible speed or else he’d have been 

gone for good. 

“Huu–” Lin Yi felt the energy in his surroundings rush into his body with an immense speed, his organs 

were being recovered and rejuvenated as he let out a long deep breath. 

The sensation was remarkable- it was like an orgasm before breaking through, make him moan 

unwillingly…. 

This was Lin Yi’s second time going into a deep sleep, the first time was getting all his energy sucked by 

Xiaoxiao. At this moment, he was totally cut off from the real world, he couldn’t feel or sense anything 

at all from the outside. 



As the time passed, Lin Yi’s damaged organs had totally recovered inside the jade space, he let out a 

loud roar as he stood up energetically. 

Lin Yi tested both his arms. Unbelievable! It was totally recovered! 

Lin Yi naturally knew that how severe his injury was, even with the help and medicine from his old man 

in his hometown, he would not have been able to walk down from the bed for at least three months. 

But in the jade, he had recovered in such a short period of time. It could be considered as a miracle. 

“Elder Jiao, have I fully recovered?” Lin Yi asked- he still couldn’t believe the fact that it was done so 

easily. 

“Yeah!” Elder Jiao nodded. 

“There’s a healing effect inside the jade as well?” Lin Yi asked. At first, Lin Yi thought that getting into 

the jade was his ability. In fact, he never expected to be transported into the jade automatically after he 

fainted. 

“Nonsense, you are able to heal people with your energy, what makes you think that you can’t heal with 

your own energy?” Elder Jiao rolled his eyes, “Can you at least ask something above the kindergarten 

standard?” 

“Alright, does that mean that the energy that I absorb in the real world will also recover my injury, bit by 

bit?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Logically speaking, yes,” Elder Jiao continued, “But that was also one of the kindergarten standard 

questions. Besides, the energy in your world is fairly thin, you wouldn’t be able to sustain your energy 

capacity, you would probably use it up faster than you would recover so there’s no way you would 

survive with that injury.” 

“Oh…..” Lin Yi nodded, if Uncle Zhu did not have a magical pill, he would probably die from the injury, 

“One more question, why do I feel like I’m stronger than I was before? Although, my phase is still the 

same, I can feel my power getting stronger. ” 

“Excellent question, you’ve improved, that’s a primary school standard question,” Lin Yi sweated, 

“Without destruction there can be no construction. Your skeleton and organs were greatly damaged, 

furthermore, they were repaired and reconstructed inside the jade. Naturally, with the aid of the pure 

energy in the jade, your body would be a whole lot stronger than with the thin energy in your world!” 

Lin Yi was enlightened- it seemed like the purity of the energy was a major factor in his recovery. This 

jade space was indeed really handy. 

“My injury was pretty severe and it was recovered in such a short time, that’s too amazing!” Lin Yi 

exclaimed. 

“Short? It’s been nearly ten hours,” Elder Jiao said faintly. 

“WHAT? Ten hours?” Lin Yi startled, he thought that it was just two hours at most. 

Tangyin must be very worried for him right now, Lin Yi thought to himself. 



Chapter 595: Lin Yi’s Headache 

 

Lin Yi’s Headache 

Other than that, Lin Yi recalled that he didn’t inform the misses about his whereabouts before leaving. 

Would Miss also be looking for him? 

With that thought, he rushed back to the real world. 

Lin Yi gave himself a good stretch and examined his body- his almost destroyed body was now fully 

recovered and was in its peak condition. Nothing was wrong with his body but instead, he was lot more 

stronger than before, just with a terrifying blood stain on his shirt. 

Lin Yi climbed out of the bed, rushed to the door and opened it. He was stunned! 

Because there he saw the Misses and Tangyin, all three of them waiting in the living room! Why were all 

of them here? 

“Lin Yi, are you fine? Is the injury really bad?” Mengyao stood up first as she strolled towards Lin Yi, her 

voice was gentle and great tenderness could be seen on her angelic face. 

A shiver went down his spine when he heard Mengyao’s voice! Was that Miss? What was that voice? 

Could it be that Lin Yi was still sleeping? Was this all a dream? 

Mengyao didn’t know what happened to her, in front of Tangyin, she wasn’t being her usual self- she 

became the gentle wife, worried about Lin Yi. Especially after seeing the blood stain on his shirt, 

Mengyao was even more annoyed by Tangyin, as he was injured because he was avenging her! 

“Lin Yi, I’m sorry, you wouldn’t be injured if it wasn’t for me!” Tangyin naturally disliked losing too, she 

ran over and held onto Lin Yi’s arm. 

How could Mengyao allow herself to get close to Lin Yi? But this time, she grabbed onto Lin Yi’s other 

arm. On the other hand, Yushu jumped into Lin Yi’s embrace, “Shield bro, we’ve been so worried about 

you! Are you okay now? If yes, let’s go back home and do a 3P again!” 

“Eh!” Lin Yi flinched. What was going on? Go back home and do a 3P? Was Shu having a fever, or was 

she just being horny? 

“Lin Yi, she said that she’s your fiance. Mengyao is the main wife and Yushu is the second wife.” 

Although, she was worried for Lin Yi, she couldn’t let the questions plague her mind anymore. 

“Ah? Main wife, second wife?” Lin Yi’s eyes widened, what was this for? 

“She’s right, Lin Yi, tell her, aren’t you my bodyguard? Your job is to get those small fry away from me. ” 

Mengyao was feeling bad, now that Lin Yi was awake- their lies were going to be exposed soon but she 

couldn’t lose to Tangyin, could she? 

“Erm…” Lin Yi looked at Mengyao- he was puzzled as to what had happened to Mengyao today, why was 

she forcing him? 



“They said that you guys always kiss and have 3P all the time,” Tangyin found the word vulgar but she 

couldn’t care that much anymore, she wanted to learn the truth at all costs. 

“When did we kiss? 3P? That’s impossible,” Lin Yi sweated, he thought to himself, “Though I really 

wanted 3P, but who would I have a 3P with?” 

“Shield bro, you dare to swear that you didn’t kiss me and Yaoyao sis before? You even kissed her until 

she had a bun in the oven, she vomited after that!” Yushu said, “And, didn’t you kiss me on the beach?” 

“Really?” Tangyin was looking at Lin Yi with sorrowful eyes. 

Lin Yi was confused- he didn’t know when and how they started a fight with Tangyin but things were 

obvious, both of them were trying to lie to Tangyin here. 

“Damn! That was indirect, okay? I drank the drink that you had drunk before, was that considered as a 

direct kiss to you?” Lin Yi was a little speechless, “If that was enough to make a girl pregnant, then the all 

the girls on the whole street would be pregnant already! And, Shu, I was giving you CPR, it couldn’t be 

considered as a kiss, could it?” 

After hearing Lin Yi’s explanation, Tangyin was on cloud nine- she had finally gotten to know the truth, 

they were somehow connected but it wasn’t in an impure direction. At the very least, Lin Yi cared about 

her and he explained to her accordingly. Regardless of whether it was real or fake, Tangyin was 

overjoyed. 

Mengyao flushed when she was exposed by Lin Yi but Yushu didn’t really care about it, “Shield bro, why 

didn’t you co-operate with us?” 

“Co-operate?” Lin Yi smiled bitterly, “Why are you and Yaoyao here?” 

“Yaoyao sis heard that you were injured, she dragged me along with her. Yaoyao sis was very very 

worried for you, yaknow! By the way, when are we going back for 3P?” Yushu said with a straight face. 

“3P again? Why are you so shameless? Lin Yi just said that he has nothing to do with you guys, why are 

you still sticking on my Lin Yi?” Tangyin started to panic, what was this Yushu doing? Wasn’t that 

seducing? 

Even though Lin Yi didn’t like them with all these seductions, anyone would do the deed, wouldn’t they? 

After all, Tangyin knew how gorgeous these two beauties were. 

“Owh, are you perhaps jealous? Now that you can’t have 3P, you are forbidding us to have one?” Yushu 

smiled to Tangyin. 

“What…. Can’t have 3….3P? I….I’m taking over the other role!” Tangyin felt alarmed as she blurted. 

Lin Yi was puzzled. What a day, What happened to the good girl Tangyin? How did she become so bad-

tempered all of a sudden? And even the arrogant Miss had joined the game as well? 

But aside from Mengyao and Tangyin, he didn’t find anything odd with Yushu, she was like that from the 

beginning, weird and always acted stupid. 

“Arghhhh– my head is throbbing in pain–” Lin Yi hit his forehead and fell on the ground, flat. 



He really was having a headache, it wasn’t that severe but the fainting was definitely an act. 

Lin Yi fainting horrified the girls- only then did they remember that Lin Yi had just woken up, his injuries 

might not have fully recovered yet. Starting a fight now even caused Lin Yi to be unconscious. 

When Tangyin and Mengyao were about to help Lin Yi up, they heard Yushu say, “Ohhhh, Shield bro, 

why are your eyeballs moving? Are you perhaps acting?!” 

Lin Yi was just trying to play with them, so his acting wasn’t natural enough, but he didn’t expect for 

Yushu to instantly catch him out, “Yaoyao, Shu, don’t be a troublemaker anymore!” 

“Huh? Sorry, I’m a nuisance to you!” Mengyao’s face turned cold, displeased, “Lin Yi, I want you to 

follow us back home, right now!” 

Mengyao had really lost all her face, Lin Yi asking her not to be a troublemaker meant that she was not 

to stir up trouble with his relationship with Tangyin. How could Mengyao accept this? She was the self-

centered Miss after all. 

“Woohoo, let’s go back home and 3P,” Yushu clapped her hand with excitement. 

“Yaoyao, can you guys go back first? I’ve got something to talk with Tangyin,” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“Lin Yi, who are these people?! Why do you have to listen to their orders?” Tangyin exploded, “You guys 

are snatching my boyfriend here, aren’t you guys ashamed of your own actions?” 
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Miss’ Declaration Of War ! 

“Erm….” looking at Tangyin’s frustration- Lin Yi knew that he was the one that caused all this mess or 

else Tangyin wouldn’t just explode like that. 

“Of course, Lin Yi has to listen to me!” Mengyao got the upper hand, “My dad is still waiting, follow me 

home right now!” 

Lin Yi was in a difficult position, Chu Pengzhan was there? 

Logically speaking, Pengzhan was his employer- if he wanted him home, he had to follow the orders but 

he couldn’t just leave Tangyin like that, could he? 

“Sure, but I’ve to explain to Tangyin for a bit,” Lin Yi said that with a serious face, making Mengyao 

unable to fight back. She pursed her lips, and glared at Lin Yi fiercely, thoroughly pissed off. 

“Damn you Lin Yi, are you against me now? I’m going to cut your salary!” she thought to herself. 

Tangyin smiled at her victory- no matter what relationship they were in, Lin Yi still cared about her the 

most. She had won this match. 

Lin Yi strolled beside Tangyin and whispered, “It’s okay, I’ve to go back with them now. Yaoyao’s dad 

and my old man were acquainted. I came to Songshan city for a mission from my old man so I’m 



supposed to protect Yaoyao in the dark. She’s considered as my employer now so I’ve to follow her 

orders….” 

“Owh…” Tangyin felt bad for Lin Yi, why didn’t he tell her about this before? Besides, Lin Yi was staying 

under the same roof with the two big beauties, he might not like them now, but it’d be hard to tell in 

the future? 

Tangyin’s heart was filled with insecurity and complexity. 

“Allow Fatty Lai to send you back, I’ll go and find you tomorrow,” Lin Yi squeezed Tangyin’s hand. 

Tangyin nodded sweetly but she looked at Mengyao with an added alertness. 

“Lin Yi, we have to go now,” Mengyao knew that he had revealed her role to Tangyin- this made her a 

little embarrassed, being Lin Yi’s fiance turned into a big fat joke. 

“You should go, your employer is still waiting….” Tangyin gave Lin Yi a generous smile, she knew that 

girls shouldn’t be stingy especially when her rivals were the great Misses. 

Although, Lin Yi had explained their relationship to Tangyin, her six sense told her that she should be 

careful of the Misses because Mengyao and Yushu were probably in love with Lin Yi or else they 

wouldn’t have fought with her for nothing and ruined their reputation like that just now. 

However, Tangyin was a brilliant girl – she purposely forced Lin Yi to expose Mengyao’s real identity. In 

fact, Tangyin did that just to tell Mengyao that she was no match against her after knowing their 

relationship. 

Mengyao bit her lips as she pulled Yushu with her and when she was about to go outside, she stopped 

beside Tangyin and declared softly, “I’ve decided that Lin Yi will only be my man, I’ll use all my tricks to 

get him. Don’t you dare come to me crying when he abandons you!” 

“Owh, if you come crying to me, I will at least let you be the second wife number two!” Yushu chuckled. 

Tangyin didn’t say anything as she stood there still. She was confident- she knew that Lin Yi wouldn’t 

betray her. She smiled faintly and said half jokingly, “If you want to be a second wife so much, and Lin Yi 

agrees, I don’t mind actually.” 

Lin Yi’s hearing was impressive, naturally, he heard the exchange between the three of them clearly! 

But, Lin Yi only had one thought in his mind, Miss had gone crazy! Tangyin too! 

However, Lin Yi remained silent as he followed the girls out of Fatty Lai’s villa into Mengyao’s Audi S5. 

Lin Yi looked at his own car… guess he could only retrieve his own car tomorrow. Miss then sat herself in 

the back seat, leaving the driver seat empty, obviously hinting for Lin Yi to be the driver for this ride. Lin 

Yi sighed as he got into the driver seat and drove back home. 

After Lin Yi left, Tangyin only let out a breath of relief- it was a huge relief for her as she jumped to 

Xinwen’s embrace. Tangyin gritted her teeth and only focused on one thing- she couldn’t show her 

inferiority in front of the Misses! Although she wasn’t born in a wealthy family, Lin Yi still loved her! This 

was the reason why Tangyin fought this war till the end. 



Tangyin was inexperienced about love and fortunately, Mengyao didn’t have any experience too. 

Needless to say, Yushu was just fooling around and speaking nonsense without processing it so the 

three of them were even. 

However, Tangyin was unable to hold on any longer, she usually dislike fighting and didn’t fight at all so 

she had used up all her energy. She was finally able to relax herself after the Misses left them behind. 

“Yinyin, what happened?” Xinwen was frightened. 

“It’s nothing…” Tangyin smiled bitterly, “I’m just a little exhausted, Xinwen, tell me, was I doing a bad 

thing just now? Do you think that Lin Yi would think of me as a stingy person who gets jealous most of 

the time?” 

“Nope! Yinyin, your performance startled me completely, you were so impressive. I almost didn’t know 

who you were!” Xinwen said happily. 

“I’ll allow you to be sarcastic then!” Tangyin sighed again. Now that she recalled what happened, she 

couldn’t believe that she fought head on with the Misses, was that really the good girl Tangyin she used 

to know? 

“Haha, right, Yinyin. Which stage are you with Lin Yi now? Did you guys really have sex?” Xinwen had 

been wanting to ask this for quite some time but she held back her curiosity until now. 

“No! I was just lying to them…. Since they lied to me first….” Tangyin flushed red, and couldn’t finish her 

sentence. 

“You scared the hell out of me, I thought you were no longer a virgin, that was too fast, y’know!” Xinwen 

relaxed, “Alright, so which stage are you guys in now?” 

“We just held hands…..” Tangyin had returned to her usual self. If this Tangyin was sent out during the 

fight, perhaps she wouldn’t have been brave enough to stand up against the Misses, would she? 

“Only started holding hands!?” Xinwen was a little demotivated- she couldn’t believe both of them were 

advancing at such a slow pace, “By the way Yinyin, you have to be careful of the Misses, if they were to 

stand together and seduce Lin Yi, you would probably suffer a huge defeat! Although, your relationship 

with Lin Yi is official, they are a buy one free one package, aren’t they? They could play 3P!” 

“…..” Tangyin couldn’t help but rolled her eyes at Xinwen, “Yuck, Xinwen, what are you talking, Lin Yi 

would never like those disgusting thing….” 

“How sure are you? You don’t even know what a man thinks!” Xinwen said firmly, “I heard that 3P is a 

very alluring thing to men, you really have to be alert of them. Especially, Chen Yushu, she’s a smart and 

daring girl, she will do anything to reach her goals. Don’t regret when your boyfriend is snatched away 

from them….” 

Chapter 597: After The Injury 

 

After The Injury 



“It….wouldn’t….” Tangyin was speaking like that but she was panicking inside. She found Xinwen’s 

advice off topic, but it wasn’t unreasonable. She thought to herself, to remember to ask Lin Yi about it 

one day! “Talking about bravery, no one had beat you, okay?” 

“My bravery was different from hers….. How should I put it?” Xinwen might be rough and rude but she 

was tender in some ways, especially with her. She was good at looking through people, “She has that 

cute and innocent appearance, but it’s most probably an act! Though it might really be her true nature; 

so innocent, so pure, so flirtatious or she could be a very brilliant yet lecherous person…..” 

“What is this mess!” Tangyin’s face reddened, “Why am I caring so much about others!” 

“Haven’t you heard before? There has never been an unbreakable couple, but only a lazy mistress!” 

Xinwen said solidly, “Yinyin, you have to defend your boyfriend!” 

“Alright, alright, I got you….” Tangyin had accepted her advice, but so what? It all depended on Lin Yi’s 

behaviour in the end. 

Mrs. Lai sent both of them back to the hospital, and things were as Lin Yi promised- she didn’t feel any 

pain at all and she could very much remove the bandage after today. Before leaving, Fatty Lai handed 

Tangyin a bottle of painkiller because Tang Jucheng needed it for his broken legs. 

At the same time, at the back of the Solid Cloud bar was a private area, Qibing and Uncle Chu were both 

lying on the bed, Qibing was awake, crying in pain while Uncle Zhu was closing his eyes, recovering. 

“Master Bing, please bear with it a little longer. Yaowang is on his way, he should be here in no time!” 

Cihua said with a sigh, he didn’t think that Lin Yi would be this extreme! Cihua considered himself quite a 

tyrant in SongShan already, nobody had the nerve to oppose him but after knowing Lin Yi- he knew that 

he wasn’t even up to his level at all! Lin Yi didn’t even give two shits about small fry like him in the 

slightest! 

“Motherf***ker! Who is this Lin Yi anyway? How dare he break my legs, what did my dad say? Is he 

sending people after him?” Qibin was unable to accept this humiliation! 

He had just arrived SongShan to expand his territory, his company hadn’t even officially opened yet and 

here was Lin Yi who kicked him in the butt, levelled his skyscraper and even broke both of his legs, how 

could he allow him to stay in SongShan city? 

If he didn’t tear Lin Yi into pieces, how could he still lift up his head in SongShan city from now on? 

“Master is investigating Lin Yi’s real identity…..” Cihua smiled bitterly, “But I heard from Uncle Zhu that 

Lin Yi was a mystic class master, this class is rather rare even at Master’s side!” 

“Mystic class? Lin Yi is mystic class?” Qibing froze, he was passed out earlier so he didn’t know what 

Uncle Zhu was talking about but it gave him a fright after learning the news! 

Uncle Zhu was injured too- but Qibing didn’t seem to care because he was in immense pain with his legs 

being broken. He thought that Uncle Zhu’s injury was because of the bulldozer or trenching machine, so 

he didn’t give much thought to it. 



“Exactly, early phase of the mystic class!” Uncle Zhu replied with his eyes still closed, “Master Bing, Lin Yi 

is just as badly injured like me. If he doesn’t have any special pill, only death will be waiting at the other 

side or he could abandon his strength and return to a normal being.” 

“Owh? Does that mean that if Lin Yi doesn’t have a special pill with him and now would be our greatest 

opportunity to ambush him? With his current condition, he couldn’t have the strength to fight us, could 

he?” Cihua was a cunning person- he got Uncle Zhu’s hidden meaning immediately. 

“Hahaha, his current condition isn’t much better than mine! Even with the help of the pill, and 

treatment from Yaowang, he would require at least half a year to reach his original strength and that 

was an idealistic assumption,” Uncle Zhu continued, “In fact, even with a tiny error or a lack of a pill 

supply, he would be done for good!” 

“Fantastic! Let’s fight him before he gets back to his fullest, we can’t afford to have him recover!” Cihua 

had wanted revenge ever since their encounter but he wasn’t given a chance to speak up, but now that 

he was aware of Lin Yi’s condition, there was no way he’d let this golden opportunity to slip away from 

him that easily. Most importantly, he was able to please Master Bing with this revenge, killing two birds 

with one stone! 

“Let’s wait for our Master’s decision,” Uncle Zhu was loyal to the family- the decision maker was still 

Zhao GuangYin, he was just stating his opinion to them. 

Cihua nodded, indeed, without Guangyin’s order, he couldn’t be reckless! His only option was to wait for 

Yaowang now. 

…… 

Lin Yi carefully drove the car while his Miss’ face stayed as cold as ice. Yushu, on the other hand, was still 

showing a face of ignorance and playing with her thumbs- failed terribly at examining the atmosphere. 

She might have felt it but that wasn’t enough to affect her at all. 

“Yaoyao sis, are you really going to chase Shield bro officially now?” Yushu asked, still playing with her 

fingers. 

Lin Yi sweated- the declaration was loud and clear to him because of his good hearing but he had to 

pretend that nothing had happened. Now that, Yushu asked Mengyao directly, things were going to get 

awkward. 

Miss wanted to chase him? Lin Yi didn’t buy that. He just thought that something was wrong with Miss’ 

brain so he just acted like he was clueless about their whispers. 

Mengyao’s face changed- anger flashed across her face when she eyed Yushu, she returned a calm and 

steady response, “Lin Yi, don’t listen to Shu. The words just came out themselves when I was in a fight 

with Tangyin! You are my follower and you were injured because of her. That pissed me off the most! I 

was doing it on purpose really, don’t take it seriously….” 

“Haha, I know, I didn’t take it seriously at all,” Lin Yi smiled and nodded at Mengyao, that’s my Miss….. 

Disappointment could be found in Mengyao’s eyes, her heart was bitter- that was her first declaration in 

chasing a guy and he wasn’t taking her seriously at all… 



“If something like this were to happen again, next time you’ve to inform us first, got it? You are my 

man… ughhh you are my follower so you have the responsibility in protecting my safety!” Mengyao 

continued, “Let’s say, what if, I’m in danger? What if Shu was stuck in the fence again? And, what if we 

need you and you’re injured?” 

Chapter 598: The Low-spirited Miss 

 

The Low-spirited Miss 

“Okay….” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. He thought to himself, ‘was Shu really that idiotic to fall into the same 

thing twice?’ 

“Woohoo, I can crawl between the fences now when I’ve got nothing better to do,” Yushu said 

immediately. 

“…..” Lin Yi almost swerved off the road. 

“And, you have to report to me first, before having any intimate actions with Tangyin!” Mengyao wasn’t 

being herself when she said this. 

“Ugh…. it’s not needed, right? I’ve got my own privacy…..” Lin Yi sweated. 

“Of course, it’s needed!” Mengyao continued, “What if something happened to us when you were 

having s** with Tangyin, and both of you couldn’t stop? In other words, you have to report to me 

first….” 

“S**?!” Lin Yi smiled bitterly, “I’ve to report that as well?” 

“Of course! We have to monitor your private life as well. Y’know, Shu and I are clean and pure, if your 

private life is too intense, we have to consider firing you!” Mengyao said with a straight face. 

“Alright…” Lin Yi nodded, Miss was in for a fight today, Lin Yi didn’t wish to cross her, so he decided to 

agree with her first. 

“So Yaoyao sis, are we going for a 3P later?” Yushu was disappointed when she saw that Mengyao 

chickened out. 

“Stop fooling around,” Mengyao sent Yushu a glare, “If you wish to play so much, why don’t you go play 

with yourself?” 

“I can’t play with myself!” Yushu said depressingly, “Yaoyao sis, you are going back on your own words.” 

“Alright Shu, let’s not talk about this first when you are still young. I shall play with you when we get 

bigger, alright?” Mengyao’s head was aching because of Yushu. 

“Alright, let’s play when we get bigger,” Yushu giggled. 

“Sure!” Mengyao replied helplessly. 

Lin Yi could only smile bitterly- he couldn’t find any way to interrupt the conversation’s flow? 



“Uncle Chu is in the house?” Lin Yi changed the topic because he really had no idea how to join their 

conversation. 

“My daddy wanted to treat you for a meal and you made him wait for more than ten hours!” Mengyao 

pointed at the window, “The sun is appearing soon.” 

“Haha, my bad. I’ll explain everything to him later,” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“Hmph!” Mengyao brushed him off, “Drive faster, we still have a feast waiting in the house.’ 

Lin Yi remained silent. Mengyao’s Audi S5 was considered similar to a Ferrari so the velocity was pretty 

high. Now that it was midnight and there weren’t any cars in sight, they were able to reach maximum 

speed in no time. 

“Ah!” Mengyao screamed, the sudden speed gave her a fright. 

Yushu, on the other hand, was basically dancing in the car, “Whoo, it’s so cool, we’re on a roller-

coaster…” 

“….” Mengyao was speechless, she thought that Yushu’s nerve system was lacking something, and she 

lacked of the nerve to be scared, didn’t she? How could she not know what was horrifying? 

In the blink of an eye, Lin Yi stopped the car at the entrance of the villa- Pengzhan and Uncle Fu got out 

when they heard the sound of the car. Pengzhan and Uncle Chu went back home earlier after confirming 

Lin Yi’s condition with Mengyao on the phone. 

After all, it wasn’t suitable for Chu Pengzhan to wait in Fatty Lai’s. 

“Yi, are you alright?” Pengzhan was shocked when he saw Lin Yi get down from the driver’s seat. 

Mengyao told him that Lin Yi’s condition was pretty severe, he even coughed up blood from the injury, 

but other than Lin Yi’s blood stain, Pengzhan couldn’t see anything serious with Lin Yi, he was as fit as a 

fiddle! 

If he didn’t have the blood on the T-shirt, Chu pengzhan might have even think that Lin Yi was never 

injured, the only evidence was the blood stain. 

“I’m fine, don’t forget I’m a doctor too,” Lin Yi shrugged, “I appreciate your concern, Uncle Chu. Sorry to 

keep you waiting!” 

“As long as you are safe, it doesn’t matter!” Pengzhan said sincerely, “I was very worried earlier, 

although, your old man sent you here to help us out, I wouldn’t know how to answer your old man if 

something really happened to you.” 

“It was my bad this time, I underestimated them, sorry to trouble you Uncle Chu,” Lin Yi said shyly. 

However, Lin Yi did not guarantee things wouldn’t be repeated again because he knew that he had 

involved Zhao Qibing into the game- Qibing would surely come back for revenge. 

“It’s okay, the food is ready but it’s not hot anymore. Despite all that’s happened, let’s drink for a little, 

at the same time I want to thank you for saving Yaoyao and Shu,” PengZhan said. 



All of them went into the villa, Lin Yi had a shower and changed himself while Uncle Fu heated up the 

food. On the other hand, Mengyao and Yushu were sitting at the dining table, waiting. Pengzhan pulled 

Lin Yi over to sit when he saw him coming out from his room. 

Mengyao was sitting at the dining table, still amused from what had happened. She recalled back the 

abnormal things she did, was that really her? She couldn’t believe she was actually jealous of Tangyin. 

She even declared proudly to Tangyin that she had been hitting on Lin Yi. 

How was this possible? It was beyond belief! She must be dreaming- she pinched herself to only find out 

that it wasn’t a dream, they were in the reality. 

Her face reddened unwillingly as she recalled…. Chasing Lin Yi? More like Lin Yi chasing her! But what if 

Lin Yi really hit on her? Would she accept? Would she reject immediately, or give him a chance? 

Mengyao was looking forward for the unlimited possibilities. 

But she got embarrassed when she recalled her unrepresentable actions.This had really exceeded her 

mental capability, everything she said was under exasperation and her brain wasn’t processing her 

words in the slightest. How bashful. 

“Yaoyao, Shu, let’s offer our toast to Lin Yi, be grateful to him for rescuing you guys,” Pengzhan said. 

“Owh, okay!” Yushu raised the cup. 

On the other hand, Mengyao was still in her own world- she didn’t hear her father. 

“Yaoyao?” Pengzhan frowned, what was his daughter doing? He didn’t know where his daughter’s 

attention went to. 

“Huh? Daddy? Anything?” Mengyao got back to her senses and looked at her father, lost. 

“Give a toast to Lin Yi, he saved both of you after all!” Pengzhan repeated. He thought that her daughter 

was dizzy since they didn’t sleep for the whole night. 

“Owh, okay,” Mengyao flushed, she raised her cup but wasn’t daring enough to look at Lin Yi. Her heart 

was troubling her, would Lin Yi do this much for her as well? If they weren’t in an employer and 

employee relationship…. 

Chapter 599: A Load On Miss’ Mind 

 

A Load On Miss’ Mind 

“Thanks to you, Shield bro, we were saved. What would you think if Yaoyao devoted her heart to you as 

a token of appreciation?” Yushu blinked innocently. 

“Shu, my dad is around, what are you talking about?” Mengyao panicked as if someone just stepped on 

her tail and she glared at Yushu. 

Yushu stuck her tongue out- she had been joking all this time, the words had just slipped out of her 

mouth without her remembering Pengzhan who was sitting beside her. Fortunately, she didn’t have 

enough time to blurt out the buy one free one package, it was such an embarrassment. 



“Hahaha,” Pengzhan laughed lightly, his expression still the same, “Now that we have Shu with us, the 

atmosphere is getting merrier. Yaoyao, it’s your turn now.” 

Lin Yi rescued Mengyao, couldn’t she at least say a thank you to Lin Yi? Being grateful to the rescuer was 

an unquestionable moral truth but for Miss to make herself give Lin Yi a toast, she was simply unable to 

do so. After all, she was the one who wanted to brutally kick out Lin Yi, wasn’t she? 

At the very least, she had already allowed him to stay with her under the same roof, but giving him a 

toast was too much for her- didn’t that mean she was willing to compromise? After offering the toast, 

there was no way she could give him anymore attitude in the future, could she? 

However, no matter how unwilling she was- she had to do it because her father was now staring at her. 

She couldn’t help but forcefully raise her cup, and drank the toast directly like she wasn’t honouring Lin 

Yi and was just drinking by herself, “Thank you!” she said after drinking. 

Lin Yi didn’t bother- Miss was passionate and cold at times, that was her personality. He then raised his 

cup and smiled, “That’s my job.” 

Seeing Lin Yi’s blank face displeased Mengyao- at the end of the day, she was still a Miss. She was his 

employer, he should at least show some happiness when she gave him the toast, shouldn’t he? 

Ultimately, Mengyao had never given a toast to a man before- Lin Yi was the first. 

However, she couldn’t voice her unpleasantries as she internally sulked and cursed Lin Yi – jerk Lin Yi, 

broken Lin Yi, why couldn’t you just treat me a little better? Was I inferior to Tangyin? Even if I lose to 

her a little, what about Shu? If both of us were together as a combo, how could he not be attracted to 

us? 

Despite all that, Lin Yi still went out to flirt with other girls- unacceptable! Mengyao was pissed off at Lin 

Yi for ignoring them completely! 

This was something Mengyao couldn’t tolerate as a Miss, who was Tangyin anyway? She didn’t even 

have the right to be their opponent in the slightest. How could both of them lose to Tangyin? Either, Lin 

Yi was blind or both of them, Mengyao and Yushu weren’t alluring enough. 

“Yaoyao, how’s Yi in school? Was he able to catch up in the class? If he isn’t able to follow, you and Shu 

should help him out, after all, he just transferred to this school, tutoring might be needed,” Pengzhan 

said randomly. 

“Huh? What?” Mengyao was still bad-mouthing Lin Yi internally- she didn’t realise her dad was talking to 

her until her father started staring at her again. 

“Haha, Yaoyao, what are you thinking? You’ve been in your own world for quite some time,” Pengzhan 

asked with a laugh. 

“Nothing….. I’m not thinking about anything,” Mengyao flushed. 

“Woohoo, Sir, I’ve got a report. I know what Yaoyao sis is thinking!” Yushu raised her hand like they 

were in the classroom, and she was the student. 

“Owh? Shu, tell me about it,” Pengzhan was in a good mood so he asked Yushu. 



“Yaoyao was thinking about love!” Yushu said solemnly. 

“Thinking about love?” Pengzhan was taken back- he didn’t know he should be laughing or crying, 

“Yaoyao, why are you thinking about love?” 

“SHU! I’M GONNA KILL YOU!” Mengyao didn’t want to admit it but Yushu had hit a jackpot- this made 

her frustrated! Besides, she wasn’t thinking about love- she only wanted Lin Yi to care about her, was 

that considered as love?” 

“Woohoo, Yaoyao is going on a rampage….” Yushu was startled and started running away. 

“Hahaha…..” Pengzhan was used to the girls fighting- they had been fighting since young after all. Yushu 

always dared to speak about anything she desired, and while Pengzhan had witnessed her bravery, he 

didn’t mind at all. 

Lin Yi could only shake his head when this happened. Yushu was still Yushu in every occasion, her 

attitude never changed. 

Naturally, Mengyao couldn’t afford to let herself run loose- she was also used to Yushu’s idiocy already 

so she stayed where she was and it wasn’t like she could just leave the dining table when her dad was 

around, could she? 

“Dad, don’t listen to Shu, she was the one thinking about love!” Mengyao was afraid of creating 

misunderstandings so she quickly explained to her father. 

Pengzhan was once again taken back, if Mengyao had just left the topic aside without explaining, he 

wouldn’t be suspicious but now that she had explained herself- Pengzhan could no longer just ignore 

that, could he? Normally, Mengyao would just ignore Yushu’s joke, and she wouldn’t even bother 

explaining. 

But, it was different today, she even explained with her face flushed- Pengzhan found something was up 

but he wasn’t going to ask her directly in the dining table, he decided to ask her privately after the feast. 

“Well, Lin Yi, I heard that Zhong Pinliang’s kidney was taken, what actually happened? Is this event 

somehow connected to you?” Pengzhan changed the topic. 

Although, Zhong Fabai didn’t want to announce his son’s misfortune, people with some backgrounds in 

SongShan City were well informed. 

All of them were discussing about the misfortune. Who did this to Zhong Pinliang? How heartless could 

this guy be? 

“Nope, but I think that it has something to do with An Jianwen,” Lin Yi told Jianwen the details about the 

kidnapping and the next day his kidney was taken so Lin Yi assumed that it was Jianwen’s doing. 

But what concerned Lin Yi was why An Jianwen chose to cut Zhong Pinliang’s kidney? He remembered 

that Lingshan mentioned about the organ-trafficking crime organization and he even had firsthand 

experience in sabotaging the next of the crime syndicate. Could it be that An Jianwen was part of that 

criminal organization? 

“An Jianwen?” Pengzhan flinched slightly and continued, “Probably.” 



“Uncle Chu, who is this An Jianwen actually? His house seems to have some connection with you guys,” 

Lin Yi asked. 

“An Jianwen’s house was very powerful in SongShan before, their business was massive and through 

business, our Houses got to know each other, so our relationship wasn’t that bad either. An Jianwen was 

the youngest son in House An and he was on pretty good terms with Yaoyao at that time….” Pengzhan 

continued, “They could be considered as childhood friends….” 

“Who’s his childhood friend?” Mengyao suddenly interrupted him as if she didn’t want people to 

misunderstand their relationship. 

But after finishing her comment, she felt weird- why was she explaining? So what if they were childhood 

friends? 

Chapter 600: Can’t Kick Him Out 

 

Can’t Kick Him Out 

“Hahaha, anyway you guys played together when you were small,” Pengzhan looked at her daughter 

dotingly and said with a smile, “But, I heard that House An got themselves a strong backer after that, 

and they were moved to Donghai. Since then, An Jianwen became the person in charge of their business 

here, though he had just returned from overseas.” 

Mengyao stared at Lin Yi- this guy wasn’t paying her any attention at all. He didn’t even care if An 

Jianwen and her were childhood friends. How could he not show any concern for her? 

In the end, Lin Yi’s reply just tore a hole in her chest- he didn’t even give two shits about the “childhood 

friend” topic. 

Lin Yi only nodded, “Uncle Chu, have you heard of the organ trafficking crime organization? Some 

people call them, ‘the kidney removing organization’.” 

“Kidney removing organization? Are you suspecting that An Jianwen is connected to this criminal 

organization?” Pengzhan frowned, “But, House An really did start some sort of illegal business after 

moving to Donghai and they became filthy rich in just a few years.” 

“A little, otherwise why would An Jianwen have his kidney removed as punishment?” Lin Yi continued, 

“At the end, this is none of our business, as long as they don’t come to our doorstep.” 

“Indeed, we should get as far away as possible from these people,” Pengzhan nodded, “Well, anyway, 

Lin Yi tell us about your injury- how did you get so badly injured? Yaoyao said that you were avenging 

your friend.” 

Mengyao wasn’t able to thoroughly explain over the phone, so Pengzhan only knew that Lin Yi was fine 

before he came back. 

Although Pengzhan hadn’t interacted with Lin Yi for a long time- he knew that Lin Yi was a capable 

person. He excelled in every mission from bank robbery to the kidnapping, so he had full trust in him. 



If Lin Yi chose not to go to the hospital and heal by himself- Pengzhan believed that he was able to pull it 

off so he came back with no worries. 

Since, Mengyao wasn’t speaking clearly that time- she only said that Lin Yi was avenging a female 

student and got injured so Pengzhan didn’t know that the female student was Lin Yi’s girlfriend. 

“Owh, I know all about this- Shield bro exploded, he was unable to contain his anger as he broke the legs 

of Master Bing!” Speaking about violence greatly excited Yushu, “It’s a shame that I couldn’t watch the 

live show!” 

“Master Bing?” Pengzhan was , and looked to Lin Yi in shock: “The master Bing Shu is mentioning, wasn’t 

Zhao Qibing, was he..? 

“It’s him,” Lin Yi nodded. 

“How did you cross him?” Pengzhan couldn’t help but smile bitterly, “Yi, this Master Bing isn’t normal, I 

heard that he’s the bastard son of a very powerful figure, they are all overwhelmingly strong, even Li 

Cihua is his follower….” 

“Uncle Chu, don’t worry. I’ll never drag you guys down because of this, if Zhao Qibing holds this against 

you, just direct everyone he sends to me,” Lin Yi said firmly without hesitation. 

“Yi, what are you talking? How could I leave you to die when something ominous is happening to you?” 

Pengzhan thought that Lin Yi had the wrong idea- he became a little displeased. 

“Haha, Uncle Chu, you have misunderstood my intention,” Lin Yi smiled wryly, “What I meant was that 

I’m confident that I can iron out this issue.” 

“Alright, but I’m not going to ignore this,” Pengzhan nodded- he realised that Lin Yi didn’t mean to 

continue this conversation anymore so he stopped. 

After the meal, Lin Yi and Uncle Fu handled the dining table, while Mengyao was called to a room alone 

with her father. After all, they hadn’t met for quite a while, they had to spend time together as father 

and daughter. 

“Yaoyao, how’s your study?” Pengzhan sat himself on the sofa and asked casually. 

“It’s been fine Daddy, y’know I’m not a nerd and studying with Shu isn’t boring at all. I don’t feel any 

stress around her… it’s just that we’ve got plenty of homeworks to do recently…” Mengyao was a smart 

girl and Yushu was too- both of them were happy go lucky people that were just going through twelveth 

grade. 

“That’s good. Basically, you can enter any university you wish with my money, but if you were to get in 

with your own strength, the significance would be totally different. 

“En, I know- I do not wish to use your name in getting into a university as well, people would surely look 

down on me if I did so,” Mengyao said proudly. 

From this point, it showed that Miss’ true nature wasn’t bad- she was just a little arrogant but she was 

completely different from those young masters and mistresses. Some young masters were proud that 

their families were rich-their families were able to send their heirs to university without needing good 



grades, building on the young masters’ cockiness, and delighted their vanities when they needed to 

boast. 

“Right, how’s Lin Yi? Is everything okay with him around?” Pengzhan asked. 

“Ahh… Lin Yi huh…..” Mengyao clenched her teeth, “Daddy, that guy is a jerk!” 

“Jerk? How is he a jerk?” Pengzhan startled. 

“He….. he….has been flirting around! He’s supposed to be my follower and following me around but he 

found himself a girlfriend in school, now the school has became a total chaos…..” Mengyao said with 

hatred, “He isn’t fit to be my follower, his private life is a complete mess and he doesn’t follow my 

orders! And right, she’s the one Lin Yi was avenging. Such an undisciplined follower!” 

“Ah? Such a jerk!” Pengzhan shook his head after listening to Mengyao, “It seems that Lin Yi truly is a 

hateful jerk!” 

“I know right, daddy, you think so too?” Mengyao was over the moon to see her father siding with her. 

“En, you are absolutely correct!” Pengzhan nodded and said with a serious face, “If that’s the case, I 

shall fire him right now, we can’t let that hateful jerk be around us, can we? Yaoyao, I’m going right now, 

just wait for daddy!” 

Pengzhan stood up and walked to the door. 

“Ugh…..” Mengyao stunned, firing Lin Yi? Honestly, Mengyao only wanted to complain, the thought 

of firing Lin Yi didn’t even reach her mind at all. She only wished that Pengzhan would pressure Lin Yi 

from flirting with other girls, kicking him out wasn’t necessary! 

Mengyao subconsciously stood up and blocked her father, “No!” 

 


